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Actor slated
to address
graduation
by Barbara A. Weadock
copy editor

BG News/Pal Mingaielli

Rock and Movie Posters and Paraphernalia
Lisa Melroy. freshman biology major, examines posters at the Rock
and Film Poster Sale in the lobby of the Student Services Building
Monday afternoon. Besides a wide variety of foreign and domestic

posters, there are postcards, photos and other movie paraphernalia
available. The sale ends today.

To coincide with the 100,000th
graduate of the University, the
ffice of University Relations
announced Monday an alumni
has been chosen as the May 6
commencement speaker.
Bernie Casey — whose job experience
ranges from
professional
football player
to actor and
poet — graduated from the
University in
1961 with a
bachelor of
arts degree.
Casey Casey
received his master's degree of
fine arts from the University in
1966.
"Since we are celebrating the
100,000th graduate at this commencement, we decided to focus
on a graduate of the University
for this ceremony," said Dwight
Burlingame, vice president of
University relations.
Burlingame said 25 other
alumni will be recognized dur-

ing the ceremonies. The alumni,
who may have been unrecognized in the past, will be honored
in a special ceremony at the
commencement.
The 49-year-old Casey made
his acting debut in 1968. Since
then, he has appeared in movies
such as "Revenge of the Nerds,"
"Sharkey's Machine" and
"Never Say Never Again."
On television, Casey has had
guest spots on "Trapper John,
M.D.," "Police Woman" and
was the series star of "Bay City
Blues." Casey has appeared in
made-for-television movies such
as "Brian's Song," "Roots" and
"The Martian Chronicles."
Artistically, Casey's acrylic
Eaintings and drawings have
een displayed in one-man
shows and group gallery presentations. He began displaying his
art work in 1963 and his last
showing was in 1985. Currently,
Casey gives lectures at universities throughout the country
covering the topics of poetry,
art, drama and film.
As an athlete, Casey played
professional football from 1961
to 1968. A wide receiver for the
See Speaker, page 4.

Temporary housing plan proposed
by Angela Blandina
on stjnt news editor

The continuing renovation of major
ixadcmic buildings has prompted the
University Board of Trustees to consider funding the construction of a transitional facility.
According to Robert McGeein, director of capital planning, the University
has a need for space to serve as temporary housing for faculty, departments and programs while their re-

spective buildings are being remodeled.
In a report to the trustees, McGeein
said several alternatives for temporary
housing have been considered, including the use of residence halls and leasing space off-campus. However, he said
constructing an estimated $2 million
building is the most practical and costefficient solution.
In 1986 and 1987, 16,000 square feet of
Founders was used to house faculty
while Williams Hall was being renovated. However, McGeein said the use
proved "to be very disruptive for resi-

Ohio gasoline spill
called 'non-event'
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
gasoline which spilled from barges that struck a bridge piling in
the Ohio River would barely be
detectable by the time it was to
arrive late Monday in Louisville, officials said.
The 40,000 gallons of unleaded
fuel dissipated quickly into the
rain-swollen river after leaking
from two ruptured barges following the accident Sunday
morning near downtown, a
spokeswoman for the Ohio River
Sanitation Commission said.
About 120 miles downriver in
Louisville, a water department
official said the city was prepared for the last traces of the
spill to arrive around 6 p.m.
"We are almost dealing with a
non-event," said Jerry Ford,
spokesman for the Louisville
Water Co.
He said samples taken Monday morning 40 miles upstream
from Louisville showed gasoline
concentrations at 14 parts per
billion, a level considered negligible.
"Because of the churning action of floodwaters in the Ohio, it
will help evaporate the gasoline.
Mud also will absorb some of the
gas."
As a precautionary measure.
Ford said the utility has been
treating the water with carbon,

which absorbs gasoline. He said
he expects to continue the
measure another day.
"We see no serious threat. The
nearest intake is in Louisville ...
they are gearing up in case (the
gasoline) shows up, but we expect it to dissipate very
quickly," said Louise Kedziora,
manager of monitoring programs for ORSANCO, an interstate river pollution-control
agency.
Cincinnati's water supply was
not affected because the spill
occurred downstream from the
city's river intakes.
The river, which crested at
52.2 feet on Saturday, inches
above the flood stage, was flowing at a swift rate of 4.04 mph,
said Chief Petty Officer James
Quade of the Coast Guard's Cincinnati office.
The accident occurred at 9:45
a.m. Sunday when a tow struck
a railroad bridge and its seven
barges, all carrying gasoline for
Ashland Oil Co., broke free.
There were no injuries.
The barges were bound for an
Ashland terminal on the city's
riverfront. The two damaged
barges from which the fuel
leaked were unloaded Sunday,
said officials from the company
□ See Spill, page 4.

Tuesday
According to the National Weather
Service at Toledo Express Airport, a winter
storm watch Is in effect lor today with a
100 percent chance
of snow and a high of
30. Tonight Is expected to be cold with a
low of 20 and an 80
percent chance of
flurries. Tomorrow's
high will be in the
mid-20s with an 80 percent chance of
snow.

M.

dential programs and students."
He said faculty were placed in an environment that "simply could not meet
their needs for privacy and security of
teaching and research materials. In
addition, 160 female residents were
temporarily housed in study lounges
and an area motel during the fall
semester last year.
Another alternative — leasing offcampus apartments — would provide
adequate space. However, additional
University funding for modifications
such as telephone and computer con-

nections would be required, McGeein
said. He said the cost of leasing would
be comparable to the cost of building a
new structure, although the separate
facility would have additional longterm advantages for the University.
"After the long-term lease expense,
the University would not have the continuing use of the space as it would by
building new," McGeein said.
The modular construction of the new
facility also will provide the greatest
degreee of flexibility, he said.
According to University President

Paul Olscamp, the structure eventually
will allow for certain administrative offices to be moved, creating "new academic space in the core of campus
where it's desperately needed."
Buildings scheduled for extensive
renovation from the year 1990 to 2000
and requiring vacancy include Shatzel,
Hayes, Overman, Eppler North, Eppler
South, Hanna, Moseley, Memorial and
University Halls.
No decision has been made as to the
location of the structure.

Envoys recalled from Iran
by Leslie Shepherd
Associated Press writer

European Common Market
governments decided Monday to
withdraw their top diplomats
from Iran to protest Ayatollah
Khomeini's renewed order for
Moslems to kill novelist Salman
Rushdie. Britain went further by
pulling out its entire embassy
staff.
Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe said the death threats

against Rushdie and the publishers of "The Satanic Verses"
for allegedly blaspheming Islam
were "unwarranted interference" in Britain's internal affairs.
He left open the possibility of
expelling Iran's lone diplomat in
London, where Rushdie lives.
The 12 European Economic
Community governments, in a
sharp blow to Iran's hopes of
improving relations with
Western nations, decided to recall their diplomats for consulations and suspend high-level

visits to and from Iran.
They said they also will restrict the movement of Iranian
diplomats in their countries.
Howe told a news conference
that the EEC foreign ministers,
meeting in Brussels, had sent "a
strong, concerted signal to the
Iranian leadership that
Khomeini's threats are an affront to international standards
of behavior and will not be tolerated."
For Britain's part, he said, "it
is no longer sensible to maintain

a diplomatic presence in Tehran.
Iran's charge d'affaires in
London, Mohammad Basti, will
be summoned to hear "the
reasons for this action along
with the implications for Mr.
Basti and his mission," Howe
said.
Asked if that meant closing
the Iranian Embassy, he replied: "I leave it for your own
conclusions."

On-line benefits discussed
by Laura Hardy
staff reporter

In order for the on-line telephone registration system to be effective, University students must be informed of the system's
benefits, according to the director of registraton and scheduling.
Susan Pugh addressed the members of the
Undergraduate Student Government Monday night, explaining how the new registration will work and how students can most effectively use it.
Pugh said students will be able to use the
system to select courses for Spring 1990.
Students will receive instructions for the

system on March 6 with their fall registration forms, she said.
Speaking to the USG members, Pugh cited
two main reasons for the implementation of
the on-line system.
"The University has received a lot of bad
press across the state regarding the large
number of students who are closed out of
courses," she said. "This system is designed
to eliminate that problem.
"Students will also be able to 'drive' their
own schedule in a way they cannot do now,"
she added, explaining that selecting courses
a year in advance will better meet student
needs.
Pugh said students can use any touch-tone
phone to access the system. The operating

hours will be from 4 a.m. to midnight beginning March 6 and continuing through the
summer, except for the month during preregistration, she said.
Also speaking at the USG meeting was
Dan Schuller, representing the University
Activities Organization. Schuller asked USG
to consider contributing funds to help bring
Dr. Ruth Westheimer to speak on-campus in
April.
Due to the absence at the meeting of
several USG members, voting was postponed until all members can be present.
In other business, USG passed legislation
urging the University to install soap dispensers in residence hall restrooms before Fall
1989.

News in Brief
"The pay was really good, I was treated well by
my supervisors and I met many life-long friends,
she said.
Students interested in spending the summer at
Summer jobs at Cedar Point are available from
"We're looking for people who take pride in their April 1 through Oct. 15, Huntley said.
Cedar Point will have a chance to meet recruiters
jobs,"
said
Katja
Rall-Koepke,
personnel
director
from the amusement park this week.
The park opens May 6.
Representatives from Cedar Point will be at the of Cedar Point. "They must also be enthusiastic
and
hardworking."
Ohio Suite of the University Union from 9 a.m. to 4
Recruiters also will be at the following locations
p.m. today.
this week: the University of Toledo Student Union
Recruiters from the Sandusky park are looking
One University student, Liann Schick, sopho- from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday
to fill about 3,200 positions in many departments. more speech and hearing therapy major, worked and the Holiday Inn off Exit 4 of the Ohio Turnpike
The starting pay rate is $3.70, said Melinda Hunt- at Cedar Point last summer and said she is plan- from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Friday.
ley, a Cedar Point spokesperson.
-by,Linda Boyer
ning on returning this summer.

Cedar Point to recruit

Huntley said the park also offers low-cost housing to its employees who are 18 years or older and
live at least 25 miles from the park.
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Uproar about
basic freedom
book denies
Obviously the right to freedom of speech is less
important than that of religious affiliation.
At least that is the way the furor over Salman
Rushdie's novel "Satanic Verses" can be interBreted based on the actions of Waldenbooks and B.
•alton Bookstore.
In the face of death threats against store managers, the head offices of both stores have chosen to
pull the controversial book from the shelves.
In doing so, the right of free speech has been denied to the American public — despite the fact the
action is being done with human interest in mind.
The basic underlying problem to the issue,
however, is not how the bookstores reacted. They
are understandably doing so to protect their employees — choosing not to take a stand against the
threats.
Instead, the problem lies in the fact that the death
threats were made in the first place.
No one should be condemned to death for their religious beliefs —published or not.
The British author simply exercised his rights to
express a point of view which obviously differed
from that of Muslim leaders based on the reaction
in the Middle East and now in the United States.
While his interpretation of the religious leader
Mohammed may have offended some sects of the
Muslim faith, death threats are not warranted for
differing religious interpretations.
Instead, a pro-active method of educating the
world about the Muslim philosophies and beliefs
would have been a more effective and suitable way
to correct any misconceptions about the religion.
This method can be applied to any of the numerous controversies about religion which arise.
Misconceptions and anger about different interpretations have taken many lives throughout history.
The Holy Wars, the Holocaust and the antiRushdie protest in Pakistan which resulted in the
loss of eight lives are indicative of the intense emotions evoked by religous beliefs.
A combination of these misconceptions and emotions led to a recent uproar concerning the movie,
"The Last Temptation of Christ." Again, the film
offered an interpretation which differed from
mainstream beliefs.
Inevitably the question arises whose right it is to
say any one view is correct while another is not?
Obviously, Iran's spiritual leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini has decided to take this responsibility upon his shoulders.
By placing a death threat and $5.2 million bounty
on Rushdie, Khomeini has ruled out freedom of expression for the world — even for a British author
publishing in America.
While it is understandable that the book may be
banned in countries without guaranteed freedoms
similar to those expressed by the U.S. Constitution
and Bill of Rights, it should not be happening in
America.
In a country where the freedom of religion is a
given right, it is appalling that one man and certain
sects of a religious group can dictate what the
American society can and cannot read.
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SEKOU SEYDI - VIEWPOINT

Beyond the violence in China
Education is the cornerstone of fundamental changes toward more social and economic justice and any factor affecting it is going to be reflected in the larger society. Such
a perception explains the important part devoted to training in the international aid to
the economically less developed countries.
Certainly political and related economic motives are always present in most international development aid. In some cases, such
as China, political motives are dominant.
In education, the political solidarity between the Third World countries has been
paralleled by a fruitful cooperation: some
nations helping others in areas where they
are more effective in solving development
problems. It's useful to be familiar with this
background to understand the experience of
African and/or some other foreign students
in China and to put the recent Chinese racial
conflict in perspective.
The racial violence which began Christmas Eve 1988 between Chinese and mostly
African university students in Nanjing has
projected an embarrassing image of the host
country and raises questions concerning the
attitude of Chinese toward foreigners in
general.
A report in the Washington Post (Jan. 3,
1989) said the Chinese "see foreigners
through stereotyped images of good and bad
and they tend to feel most comfortable keeping foreigners at a distance." Although prejudices don't characterize the Chinesepeople alone, the relation of events to China
positions in the Third World arena and its
recent openness to the Western world makes
it difficult for an outsider to understand the
reactions of Chinese officials.

If certain stereotypes are deeply rooted in
culture and people aren't prepared for
interactions with foreigners, why not discontinue the trainingof foreign students from
the Third World? This discontinuation would
please the foes of Third World solidarity and
would reinforce feelings of racism, but the
persistence of an unfriendly atmosphere for
these students would lead to an alteration of
the way Chinese Third Worldism is perceived.
The experience of living for years in the
Soviet Union, a country which continues to
share in many regards basic social and
economic characteristics with the Peoples
Republic of China, hasn't helped me to analyze the Chinese events. The Soviet Union in
the Brezhnev era tried to match its Third
World positions with its attitudes toward
foreigners at home. But it's impossible to
understand the Chinese response to the racial violence in Nanjing without considering
the history of relationships between Africa
and Asia in the Third World and in the nonaligned movement.
Geography and history separated large
parts of Asia from the realities of the African continent; European colonial policies
and their legacy have contributed to further
widen that gap. The years of political strugS;le for self-determination have led the inteiectual and political elite of Africa and Asia
to acknowledge a common general situation
and goals. The Bandung Conference of the
non-aligned countries was held in 1955 to
define political attitudes towards East and
West and to institutionalize goals.
However, besides the elite, the "masses"
were not properly associated with the Third

copyright 1060
Business Office
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Event coverage
lacked depth
We are writing to express our
disappointment and outrage at
TYjeBGJVews'coverage (or lack
thereof) of the Feb. 8 presentation of "American Pictures."
The four-hour visual presentation depicting Jacob Holdt's
five-year journey through
America exposed the poverty,
oppression, violence and blatant
racism that still permeates
American society.
The presentation has been

heralded in such publictaions as
the New York Times, the LA
Times, the New York Post and
the Chicago Reader. It has been
declared "Outstanding Film of
the Year" by the London Film
Festival and its presentation
created a sensation at the 1987
Cannes Film Festival. It's been
shown in Ivy League schools and
is currently mandatory in sociology and American studies
courses at many universities.
It was an event in which more
than 900 University students
participated, as well as faculty,
staff and community leaders —

BLOOM COUNTY

Sekou Seydi is a fellow student in sociology-

including the mayor of Bowling
Green.
While I7ie News did print an
article on the follow-up workshop, the coverage of the show
itself was grossly deficient. An
event of this magnitude merits
more than a paragraph on page
three. The show was an attempt
to tackle student apathy regarding social issues. Attempts to solve problems such as this must
begin with awareness — an
awareness that publications
such as The News have a responsibility and obligation to
provide.

by Berke Breathed
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According to accounts from the news
media, the latest clashes in China resulted
from a mixture of racial feelings and frustrations, particularly among Chinese university students. The lack of understanding
of the country's international positions by
the people and/or inconsistency of the
leaders can pave the way to such tensions
between the local populations and outsiders.
Yet, in these times of mass communication and transportation and openness, barriers are rapidly falling. The universal
trends toward more cooperation between
nations and toward understanding between
individuals of different cultures can be delayed, but not stopped.
Some countries, like some individuals,
await the development of a situation into a
crisis before taking the necessary positive
steps. In the U.S., the social costs and human lives lost during the civil rights movement could have been avoided had the society decided in time to solve its racial contradictions.
The people of South Africa are still paying
a high price for the stubbornness of apartheids defenders.
The Peoples Republic of China could have
avoided an embarrassing conflict had the
officials matched their progressive positions
abroad with those at home.

LETTERS
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World solidarity movement for diverse
reasons, including overwhelming development or survival problems or political closure.
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We commend Kevin Turner
for providing the University
with this awareness.
Michelle Jankowski
345 McDonald West
Patrice Stakavich
416 McDonald West
also signed by two others

Dictionary includes
offensive words
I agree with Dr. Clifford
Brooks when he said, "As an institution of higher learning I
would think we would choose a
dictionary with more appropriate definitions."
The quote appeared in a Feb.
10 article in 77?e News which
spoke about removing the Second College Edition of the American Heritage Dictionary because of the word "nigger.''
I'm also of the black race and
I despise being called a "nigger."
Yes, let's ban the dictionary,
but let's not be biased about it.
The word "honky" also appears
and its definition is: (offensive
slang) "a white person." For
that matter, many other words
should be omitted — words I
don't care to share in this letter.
However, we can't stop
anyone from printing their
thoughts. Maybe there should be
a dictionary for an institution of
higher learning and another for
the offensive slang.
I stand behind Dr. Brooks and
the other committee members
and I would like everyone to join
together to get another version
of this dictionary published.
Willie Charles H. Garrett
61 Rodgers
,
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Local
'Dashing diners'
face stiffer fines
by Greg Connel

staff reporter

Students planning to skip on
their check at area restaurants
can expect to face stiffer penalties if they are caught, according to the director of the Student
Legal Service.
Gregory Bakies, directing attorney of Sl.S, said Bowling
Green Municipal Court Judge
James Bachman is planning a
crackdown on the dine-and-dash
criminal.
"(Bachman) considers this a
serious matter and he doesn't
want this to become prevalent,"
Bakies said.
Bachman, who is attending a
judicial school in Columbus this
week, could not be reached for
comment.
Dine-and-dash, as a first
offense, is considered petty
theft. The first-degree misdemeanor carries with it a maximum six-month jail sentence,
$1,000 fine or both.
In Bowling Green, the typical
sentence has been a two-year
probation, restitution for the unpaid check and a $50 fine plus
court costs, Bakies said.
However, future (line-ariddashers can expect a sentence of
$300 or three days in jail. The
two-year probation, restitution
and court costs will still be
levied as well, he said.
"I don't think a lot of students
realize the seriousness of not
paying for a pizza and running.
As a first-degree misdemeanor,
it is a serious charge,"he said.
A dine-and-dasher with a prior
criminal record may face more
serious consequences, he said.
They may be charged under
fourth-degree felony statutes,
which carries maximum penalties of $2,500, five years in jail or
both.

Even as a first offense, another person who said he considers dine-and-dash serious is
Chip Myles, owner of Myles'
Pizza Pub, 516 E. Wooster St.
"I'm in favor of stiffer penalties. I don't think $50 discourages anyone these days," he
said. "Anybody can raise $50,
but when you have to raise a
couple hundred dollars, you
have to call mom and dad."
Myles said he believes parental awareness of dine-and-dash
will reduce the number of cases.
"I think for most of them, if
their parents found out when
they sent them up here they
were getting involved in criminal acts — even mild ones
—they would be appalled," he
said. "If they have to notify their
parents, maybe they will take
some notice and behave a little
better."
Myles said most dine-anddashers commit the crime as a
challenge.
"I don't have any other explanation for it. Whenever we
catch them, they want to pay for
it and they have the cash on
them," he said.
Myles said he does not consider dine-and-dash a game,
however, and once customers
leave the restaurant they lose
the option of paying for the
check.
He said the prevalence of the
crime has taught his staff to spot
dine-and-dashers, although he
added they are still surprised
"once in a while."
Myles said he hopes the
tougher penalties will continue a
decline in dine- and-dash attempts at his pub. He said he has
not taken a case to court in more
than three months.
"I don't know, maybe it is the
cold. I hope the problem stays
dormant once the weather
warms up," he said.
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City budget cuts discussed
by Beth Church
assistant wire editor
This year's city budgets totalling almost $48.5 million
were considered at last night's
City Council meeting and a
resolution was adopted to honor
retired Municipal Administrator Wesley Hoffman.
Fourth Ward Councilman
William Herald requested a list
of 1988 budget cuts and the proposed 1989 budget cuts before
voting next month on the budget. Colleen Smith, municipal

administrator, agreed to issue
these to council members.
Joyce Kepke, chair of the
Finance Committee which recommended the budgets to City
Council, scheduled a public
meeting for 3:30 p.m. Feb. 23 to
discuss budget issues.
In other business, Council
President John Quinn recommended a resolution to honor
Hoffman for his 13 years of service to Bowling Green and consistently demonstrating strong
leadership.
Council also adopted an ordinance urging the Ohio Gen-

eral Assembly to include in its
1990-91 budget approximately
$50,000 worth of support for
police and fire protection services to the University.
Mayor Edwin Miller's six appointments to the Industrial
Development Corporation and
two appointments to the Community Reinvestment Commission were approved by Council.
The mayor spoke on a proposal for a restaurant to be constructed on the southwest corner of Poe Road and Main
Street. Joyce Horton of DiSalle
Real Estate Co. will make a

presentation to the council at its
next meeting.
Discussion was held on the introduction of an ordinance to
raise the charge of hanging a
banner over Main Street from
$25 to $100.
Smith said the increase
covers the cost of the use of the
truck and three city employees
needed to hang the banners.
Second Ward Councilman
Jeff Gordon questioned the effect of the cost on non-profit organizations and Quinn suggested the matter be discussed
at the following meeting.

Steroid concerns expressed
Youth's death highlights drug's dangerous consequences
by Ivan Groger
staff reporter
With attention again focused
on the dangers of using steroids
to enhance muscle development,
members of the University medical and athletic staff have expressed concern about student
use of the drugs.
The latest incident — the
death of 17-year-old Benjamin
Ramirez on Oct. 31, to which
steriods were listed as a contributing factor ■— re-alerted the
nation to the potential dangers
facing users.
At the Summer Olympics,
Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson
showed the world the consequences of steroid use when he
was stripped of his gold medal
because he used the drug.
According to a Feb. 16 Associated Press article, Johnson had
taken the steroid stanozolol four
months before the Olympic
Games, but his physican said
the athlete was not on the drug
when he won the 100-meter dash

at the Games in Seoul.
According to Dr. Joshua KaBlan, director of University
ealth Services, steroids have
to be prescribed by a doctor and
can be used for a variety of medical reasons. Kaplan said steroids have been used in some
cases to replace a failed adrenal
gland, suppress inflammation of
muscle, regulate female menstrual cycles or prevent pregnancy.
If a person uses steroids without a prescription, they may
incur legal ramifications, a representative from Student Legal
Services said. The penalty for illegally using the drug depends
on the amount and type of steroid use, the representative said.
Although steroids have medical uses, Kaplan said illegal
steroid use exists among some
recreational body builders oncampus. Some students who are
not involved with intercollegiate
athletic teams have approached
members of the Health Services
staff with steroid questions, he
said.

"I know of specific people on
steroids... I inform them as
thoroughly as possible why I
think they shouldn't take steroids," Kaplan said.
Cindy Puffer, pharmacy coordinator for Health Services, said
the steroid concern is not limited
to the weightlifters themselves.
"A lot of females call about
concerns for their boyfriends.
You get a sense they want to
help when they are told the bad
side effects," she said.
However, some weightlifters
on campus believe the concern
is unfounded.
Adrian Pasquale, president of
the BG Weight Club, said there
should be a focus on recreational
drugs as opposed to steroids.
"There is more of a problem
with recreational drugs ioncampus I than steroids," he said.
He said it is the bodybuilders
prerogative to use steroids.
Jim Vrtis, junior health care
administration major, said he
does not think there is a problem
with steroid usage on-campus.
"I've heard of people taking

them last year," the BG Weight
Club member said. "I've never
seen anyone take them."
Yet the co-president of the
Kohl Weight Club said steroid
use does occur in some capacity
at the University.
"I think there is some usage...
I don't know the degree," said
Ed Riess, junior marketing
major.
A member of the University
football team has his own opinion of steroid users.
Bill Horn, junior accounting
major, said steroid users are ignorant and desperate.
"They are ignorant for not
knowing what steroids do to
them," he said. "A desperate
person uses steroids to pump
themselves up."
Kaplan said the results of
steroid abuse include mood and
personality changes, acne, thinning skin, increased blood pressure and liver cancer.
In addition to those side effects, males may experience
□ See Steroid, page 4.
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FIFTH THIRDS AUTO LOAN.
IT MAKES BUYING A CAR AS
EASY AS CHILD'S PLAY.

Campus Films

Like To Laugh?
UPDATE
3RD FLOOR UNION
372-2343

SIDNEY POITIER

in

A RAISIN IN THE
SUN

DAYTONA
'89
IS
SOLDOUT!

THURS. FEB. 23
GISH FILM THEATER
9:00 PM
•FREE

DO YOU LIKE TO
TRAVEL?

Weekend Films

GIL WHITE

CRY FREEDOM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FEB. 24 & 25
210 MSC
7 & 9:45 PM

THE BLUES
BROTHERS

Mini courses
CPR: FEB. 22, MAR. 1, 8. 15
$35.00
RAGBASKET
MAKING: MAR. 7, $12.50
WREATH MAKING: FEB. 28,
$12.50

U.S. COMEDY
COMPETITION
ON
THURSDAY FEB. 23
LENHART BALLROOM
8:00 PM

SKI SKI SKI!
DOWNHILL SKIING
PINE KNOB SKI RESORT
MICHIGAN
COST : $24 W/ OWN
SKIS
$35 W/ RENTAL

WHEN: SAT. FEB. 25
*sign-up in the UAO offcie
3rd Floor Union

ORIGINAL MOVIE
&
MIDNIGHT FEB. 24 & 25
ROCK POSTER SALE
-sign up in the UAO
210 MSC
TODAY!
office soon!
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Mid-Winter Savings!
GET CARRIED AWAY
WITH OUR

2
Buyingacarcantakealolof
time and decisions. There are so
many choices, prices and deals to
thinkabout And then there's the .
loan to consider.
That's wherewecome in. We
can help keep things simple. In
fact, Fifth Third has helped put
more peoplebehind the wheel than
any other bank in Hancock County.
Partly because of the rates we offer.
But mostly because of ourspecial
style of personalized service

CHOOSING Ol R LOAN FOR
PERSONAL REASONS.
Whetheryouneedacar, truck,
trailer orrecreation vehicle. Fifth
Third can custom-make a loan to
suit your needs. And because when
it comes to makingauto loans, we
believe in going the distance, no
matterwhoorwhere your dealer is,
when you find the deal you want.
you can get the loan you need.

tion or an auto loan application
Or talk to yourdealer. And if you
haveaOne Account Plus, we can
sweeten yourdealwithaspecial low
interest rate. If you don t have a
One Account Plus, now you have
another good reason to fi nd out
about getting one.
Apply foryour Fifth Third
auto loan today. With ourquick
approval process, we'll have you
on the road again in no time.

0-6O IN PRACTICALLY NO
TIME FLAT.
FIFTH THIRD BANK
Call orstop by any Fifth Third
Ot "vORTHWISTfRS OHHi
BankingCenterformoreinforma-'
Sow serving Findtay, Tiffin. Bowling Green.
Fostoria. Bascom. and Sew Rlegel.
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BOOK SALE
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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New laundromat greets Outstanding BG citizens
local tanning demand receive community award
by Laura Spitter
staff reporter

Students who want to get a head start on their
tan before hitting the beaches for Spring Break
and are finding it difficult to obtain an appointment may now find it a bit easier.
Southside Laundromat, 933 S. Main, opened
Monday, offering five tanning beds. It also provides the convenience of doing laundry while you
tan.
Linda Fite, owner of Southside and two other
local tanning salons, said the demand for tanning
has increased over the past few years.
"Even as we've added more beds we are still
booked during the tanning season,"she said.
Fite recommended making appointments early
during the tanning season —which is the month before and after Sprung Break.
To accomodate the dramatic increase in tanning
visits, Fite said she will extend business hours in
all her salons, as necessary. Exposure time for one
appointment can range anywhere from 10-25
minutes depending on the type of bulbs used in the
bed, the person's skin type, the number of previous
exposures and if the customer is on any medication, she said.
Fite said people taking antibiotics for a virus

should wait a week after taking the medicine to
tan. Long-term antibiotics and birth control pills
may cause a reaction. However, effects can be
controlled if the professional on- duty is informed
of the prescription.
"I've never had any complaints, but we want
them to be aware that they may have a reaction so
they can tell us,"she said.
However, the tanning beds do not cause the user
to build up an immunity to the sun's rays. Fite said
she recommends wearing a sunscreen in the sun,
even if a person has acquired a base tan from the
beds.
The Food and Drug Administration recommends
a 48-hour period between tanning visits. Fite said
she will allow people to tan after 24 hours but she
does not advise it.
"While we can't say suntanning is safer than the
sun, if you use your head and moderation and let
the professional help you with the exposure, there
shouldn't be problems."
This is the third establishment Fite has opened
since 1980. She also owns Hair Unlimited, Inc., 143
W. Wooster, which contains six beds, and Wash
House, 250 N. Main, with seven beds.
Fite said she opened Southside because- there js
limited tanning available on the south end of town,
adding she hopes the salon will attract a variety of
customers.

selection process this year, said
the chamber of commerce
chooses the recipient of the award.
The only criterion for nomination requires the individual to
have lived in Bowling Green for
at least five years, she said.
"We look for someone who has
given a great deal to the city,"
Gordon said. "When you live in a
community you need to give a
little back to it."
Hoffman, who spent 17 years
as municipal administrator,
said he was surprised to receive
the award.
"I was shocked when I heard I
was the next recipient," he said.
"Usually recipients do volunteer
work, but I was paid for my
work and a lot of people were involved in the success stories.

Perhaps I was a catalyst for
some of those successes.
According to Hoffman, the award is symbolic of the spirit
existing in the city.
The other recipient, Amy Torgerson, spent 24 years as a University professor of health and
physical education. Torgerson
said she enjoys the small-town
atmosphere of Bowling Green.
"I've even gotten used to the
flatness of the area. I love living
in a small town far better than
when I lived in Chicago," she
said.

□ Continued from page 1.
and the Coast Guard. The damaged barges will be taken to
Louisville for repairs, said Ashland spokesman Koger Schrum.

"Everything's under control.
We've off-loaded the damaged
barges enough so that the tears
in the barges are above the
water lines, so there's no problem with additional spillage,"

Schrum said.

QGregory P. Klasson, 517 E.
Reed St., pled guilty Wednesday
to littering charges and was
fined $125 plus court costs.

session of more than one operator's license. He was fined $125
plus court costs.

ing. He was fined $50 plus court
costs.

Michael Ft. Fischer, 66 Rodgers, pled guilty Tuesday to pos-

UPatrick T. Shaughnessy of
Toledo pled no contest and was
found guilty Tuesday of litter-

John R. Killough of Toledo
pled guilty Monday to disorderly
conduct charges and was fined
$45 plus court costs.

by Amy Burkett
assistant city editor

After many years of community service, two long-time city
servants were honored with this
year's Bowling Green's OutstandingCitizen Award.
Amy Torgerson, retired University professor, and Wesley
Hoffman, retired municipal
administrator, received the annual award which has been presented since 1957.
Nominations are accepted
from any Bowling Green citizen
and then reviewed by an
anonymous committee, said
Joan Gordon, executive manager of the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce.
Gordon, who chaired the

Spill

Torgerson has worked with
the community through Wood
County Hospital, the Senior Citizens Center, Presbyterian
church and other community activities.

The more heavily damaged of
the two barges accounted for 90
percent of the spillage, Schrum
said.

Blotter
Bowling Green Municipal
Court
„Ryan M. Fox of Parma
Heights pled guilty Wednesday
to a charge of marijuana possession. He was fined $65 plus
court costs.

Joseph Carion, 141 Anderson, and Andrew Cyr, 318 Kohl,
pled guilty Wednesday to disorderly conduct charges. Carion
was fined $45 plus court costs
and Cyr was fined $40 plus court
costs.

CGeoree A. Kofteros, 1445
Clemen St., pled no contest and
was found guilty Wednesday of
driving on the sidewalk between
the Business Administration
building and Memorial Hall. He
was fined $150 plus court costs.

Steroid

Congratulations
Michelle
Muth

a Continued from page 3.
sterility, enlarged breasts or an
unsubsiding erection which may
require surgery, he said.
As a result of steroid use, females can suffer from enlargement of the clitoris, masculinization, decreased breast size,
deepening voice and loss of hair,
he said.

According to Kaplan, steroids
can be taken orally as well as injected. Users injecting steroids
risk contracting AIDS or other
diseases associated with the use
of dirty needles, he said.
Steroids are a derivative of
cholesterol. The drug acts on the
male sex hormone androgen —
or testosterone — within the
body.

"Androgens combined with
training cause a rapid and extensive increase in muscle size
and strength," he said.
Terry Malone, assistant football coach, said people take
steroids to build-up their muscles at a faster rate.
"They get interested in building up and steroid usage is an
□ Continued from page 1.
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"He is the rare combination of
aesthetic sensitivity and athletic
skills," said Robert Mazur, associate director of the School of

WILLIAM HURT- KATH1.FFN' TURNER • GEENA DAVIS
UINNKK
BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR'

NOMINATED FOR 4
ACADIMY AWARDS

Michigan Techological University

rUESOAY NIIE IS V, PHICE
POPCOKN NirE

GRADUATE SCHOOL

Mingut/Hrmphill
Gorrcki
Volans
Reich

Cat (I Nine TalK
Kt-tliT (in it in Your Soul
Mmd) It Is DuNk
The SonRhnt's
Different Trains

The Music Today Series is presented by the public relations and
marketing firm of Funk/Luetke. Inc.

Theloledo Symphony

NEWLOVE
RENTALS

CHEMISTRY
Teaching and research appointments are available.
For further information and applications
contact:
Dr. Duane L. Abata
Associate Dean
Michigan Technological Universily
Houghion. Ml 49931
Telephone: (906)487-2005

FREE Gas Heat, Water and Sewer

801-803 FIFTH ST.
•Two bedroom apartments
•Completely furnished
•Balconies and patios
•Private parking
• Laundry facilities

Early application is important.
Michigan Technologic <il Universily Is an equal oppununliy
educational Insliiulion/equal oppununliy employer.

Are you hesitant to walk alone at night?
Then don't hesitate to call:

Campus Escort
Service
Open Sunday - Thursday
Dusk - Midnight
On campus or Off
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CALL 372-8360
Don't wait until something happens.
Prevent it from ever scarring your life!
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ACCIDENTAL
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is now accepting applications for
Master's and PhD Degrees
in

tuval Zaliouk Music Director and Conductor

Mazur, who knew Casey when
he attended the University, described him as a "brilliant combination of many things.''
Born in Wyco, W. Va., Casey's
family moved to Columbus,
where he cultivated his artistic
and athletic talents before attending the University on an athletic scholarship.

l

FEB20&21
BOOKSTORE
LOBBY
10-5

Including-

Funk/Luetke Music Today Series

Art.

San Francisco 49ers, Casey finished out his National Football
League career with the Los Angles Rams.
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Zorn

Puffer said it is difficult to
determine if the steroid-using
individual actually experiences
an increase in athletic performance. However, she said the
steroid user often does not consider the potential risks beyond
the initial muscle development.

Speaker

The BG News
Salesperson of the week!

" p.m.. Sunday. February lb. 1989
Franciscan Life Center
Tickets are - in and SIS (S5 for students)
Call The Toledo Symphony at 241-12-2.

easy way of building up," Malone said.

328 S.MAIN

352-5620
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Changes in Third World aid urged

British soldier hurt in IRA bombing

Pregnancy rumors follow Fergie

WASHINGTON (AP) — A government report released Monday
calls for a "radical reshaping of U.S. foreign assistance programs
because current aid concepts are based on a world that no longer
exists.
"The challenges of today's problems — and tomorrow's — cannot
be met with yesterday's solutions, suitable as they may have been to
yesterday's problems," said the report, issued by the administrator
of the Agency for International Development, Alan Woods.
The 158-page study said the aid program no longer seems able to
fulfill its original mandate of helping poor countries achieve the
transition from dependency to self-sufficiency.
Somewhere between 1949 and the present, the concept of aid as a
transitional means of helping countries become self-sufficient was
lost, it said.

LONDON (AP) — The IRA bombed a British army barracks in
western England early Monday, but most of the men had been evacuated before the blasts and only one soldier was injured.
A half-hour before the three explosions, a sentry spotted two intruders and fired warning shots, then woke the sleeping soldiers and
told them to get out.
Police set up roadblocks in the area of the Ternhill barracks following the pre-dawn blasts and said two suspects observed by the
sentry were thought to be at large in a stolen car. They said they
were searching for a car taken by a masked man from a nearby
home at about the time of the bombing near Shrewsbury, 150 miles
north of London.
The explosions shook nearby houses, started fires, blew out the
wall of one accommodation block and destroyed the roof of another
at the home of the 2nd Battalion of the Parachute Regiment, said
Col. Peter Hicks, an army spokesman.
It was the second IRA bombing in six months at a British Army
barracks in Britain. In the last attack in August, one soldier was
killed and nine others were injured at the Inglis barracks in north
London. Security was tightened at bases around the country.
One of the 50 soldiers sleeping in the barracks at the time of Monday's attack was injured, slightly by flying glass. Most were away on
weekend leave.
The battalion, part of the regiment whose colonel-in-chief isPrince
Charles, is to begin a tour of duty this week in Northern Ireland, the
domestic press agency Press Association said.
The outlawed Irish Republican Army, in a statement issued to Dublin news media, claimed responsibility for the bombing and said
other attacks would follow unless the British left the province.
"While Britain maintains its colonial grip on the north of Ireland,
the IRA will continue to strike at those who oversee and implement
British government policy in our country," said the IRA.

LONDON (AP) — A newspaper report that the Duchess of York is
expecting her second baby is ''all speculation," Buckingham Palace
said Monday.
The Today newspaper said Monday that the 29-year-old wife of
Prince Andrew received a weekend visit from gynecologist Anthony
Kenney, who delivered her first baby. Princess Beatrice, on Aug. 8.
"Royal watchers are convinced that Mr. Kenney's visit... heralds
a brother or sister for Beatrice," the newspaper said.
Kenney's office refused to confirm the visit and a palace spokesman said: "It's all speculation. We've got nothing to say."
The duchess, the former Sarah Ferguson, refused to comment on
the speculation when she attended a cnildrens' fashion show to raise
money for a drug and alcohol addiction center.

Soviets work for Middle East peace
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — The Soviet Union on Monday invited
Egypt's president to Moscow and scheduled meetings in the Egyptian capital with Israel and the PLO in quest of a Middle East peace
conference.
But Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Aren told reporters after 90
minutes of talks with Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak that they
made no progress on the key obstacle blocking a peace conference —
Israel's refusal to sit with the PLO.
Cairo was the focus of new peace efforts with the arrival Sunday
night of Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze, who is an a
five-nation Middle East tour.
He gave Mubarak a letter from Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, extending an "official and friendly invitation" for the Egyptian leader to visit Moscow.

Swede stars start 'sphere' rolling
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — Former heavyweight champion
Ingmar Johansson, a former member of the pop group ABBA and
several members of the Swedish royal family attended the gala
opening of the world's largest spherical building.
The Swedish group Roxettes were joined by Benny Andersson, the
former ABBA member who co-wrote the musical !'Chess." He accompanied starTommy Korberg in the song "Anthem" from the
show.
A crowd of 12,000 gathered Sunday inside the new Globe Arena,
part of a complex built for $395 million, and 20,000 more gathered
outside for fireworks and a free light show projected on the round
arena walls.
In April, the arena will hold the World Ice Hockey Championships.
In June, Pope John Paul n will hold Mass there.

Experts declare Rather 'stable'

STATE / LOCAL
Blue Cross finances in the 'black1

Assault rifle ban favored in Ohio

CLEVELAND (AP) — Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Ohio, the
state's second-largest medical insurer, reported Monday-it operated
in the black last year after the company lost $99 million in 1987.
Blue Cross, which provides medical coverage for 1.7 million people statewide, in part credited its 1988 net gain of $6.7 million to nospital rate discounts.
Aside from the more favorable hospital rates that insurers could
negotiate under state legislation enacted in 1987, the company credited two non-group rate increases in the past one and a one-half
years and an average 20 percent increase in group rates.
Blue Cross said the 1988 net gain was determined through generally accepted accounting principles widely used in corporate business.
However, under stricter accounting guidelines required by the Ohio
Department of Insurance, Blue Cross will show a $4 million loss for

CINCINNATI — More than three-fourths of the respondents in a
new statewide poll said they would support banning the sale of assault rifles sued as the weapon used in the Jan. 17 shooting of five
children in a California schoolyard.
The Ohio Poll, conducted by the University of Cincinnati's Institute for Policy Research, showed that 77 percent of the 811 respondents who were telephoned at random said guns such as the AK-47 assault rifle should be banned.

"Even based on the state's very conservative formula, we will be
reporting a turnaround of more than $105 million," said Kent W.
Clapp, executive vice president of finance and chief financial officer.
Clapp said being able to negotiate lower hospital rates was the key
to the improvement.
While hospital prices rose about 10 percent last year, the agreement helped Blue Cross hold its hospital inflation rate to less than 3
percent, Clapp said.
The Blue Cross lobbying effort on behalf of the legislation was the
focus of an investigative series last fall by the Akron Beacon Journal. The newspaper said a spot check showed at least $20,000 in campaign contributions were made to key lawmakers from funds collected from Blue Cross executives.
Blue Cross denied any wrongdoing in its lobbying on behalf of the
measure.

"I cannot see someone just being able to go out and purchase assault weapons. They can do a great deal of damage, said Linda
Harrison of Hyde Park, one of the respondents.

Cigarette tax opposition urged
COLUMBUS (AP) — A coalition of groups opposed to an increase in the state cigarette tax has launched an ad campaign that
urges citizens to write or call state lawmakers to voice their opposition to the tax, which the ads say "target the poor."
The ads, which began last week, continued Monday on the eve of
hearings by a subcommittee of the Ohio House Finance Committee.
Gov. Richard Celeste has proposed an increase in the cigarette
tax, from 18 cents to 28 cents. The increase would bring in an estimated $93 million annually to be spent on health programs, state
officials say.
It would place Ohio's cigarette tax among the highest in the country and higher than that of any bordering state.
"You might have heard about... Governor Celeste's proposal to
raise taxes by $186 million," the ads say. "Ohio doesn't need new
taxes. We had some tough times, but now our state's finances are in
great shape."

RADNOR, Pa. (AP) — Dan Rather has had some awkward times
on- and off-camera, but therapists contacted by TV Guide say not to
worry — the CBS anchorman is about as stable as anyone can expect.
From the 1986 assault by thugs who cryptically demanded "Kenneth, what's the frequency?" to a six-minute absence from the anchor desk because he was upset that a tennis match cut into news
time, Rather has raised a few eyebrows.
Eccentricities such as signing off for a week with the word "courage" and his intense delivery have puzzled viewers and led The
Tunes of London to query, "Is Dan Rather, bishop of the nation's
news business, losing his marbles?"
Dr. Joyce Brothers said Rather's tendency to show his feelings is
probably genuine but that skeptics aren't used to seeing emotion on
a newscast.

Comedians find target in Trump
NEW YORK (AP) — Donald Trump can buy hotels, he can buy
football teams, he can buy casinos and airlines. But he can't buy respect.
Spy magazine calls him a "short-fingered vulgarian." Cartoonist Berke Breathed takes Trump's brain and installs it in the skull of
Bill the Cat, the foul feline of "Bloom County." A Daily News columnist writes that when she needs cheering up, she watches "Donald Trump do something silly."
The Stand Up New York comedy club devoted a night to ridiculing
Trump. For two hours, comics drew laughter with readings from
"Trump: The Art of the Deal" and took their own potshots — suggesting, for example, that he bought a Parisian landmark and renamed it the "Arc die Trump."
The 43-year-old billionaire does not believe he deserves this tidal
wave of derision, which rises with his success and prominence. But
Trump — who declined to be interviewed — thinks he understands it.
"Those who don't like me don't know me and have never met me,"
he told Time magazine. "My guess is that they dislike me out of jealousy."

END OF THE SEASON SALE
20-30% PRICE REDUCTIONS
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FEBRUARY 16-18
FEBRUARY 23-25
AT 8 P.M.
EVA MARIE SAINT THEATRE
UNIVERSITY HALL

WOOL

MASTERCARD, VISA AND PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Tickets: Adults $6
Students, Sr. Citizens $4
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Elsewhere
U.S. restricts immigration
6 lONiwt February 20,19*9

"This willful manipulation of America's
generosity must stop."
A group called the Brownsville Ad Hoc
Refugee Committee criticized the new INS
policy as a "mean-spirited attempt to deter
political refugees from applying for political
asylum."
The policy will be phased in over the next
several weeks. Nelson said the INS hopes
eventually to process most asylum applications in the region in a day or two. Currently,
asylum decisions can take months.
We hope to have same-day service," said
INS spokeswoman Virginia Kice.
The changes came the same day the INS
was allowed to reinstate a policy restricting
people seeking asylum from leaving southern Texas while they await decisions.
Tens of thousands of Central Americans
are expected to cross the Rio Grande into
southern Texas this year, according to the
INS, which says political asylum requests

by Joel Williams
Associated Press writer

BROWNSVILLE, Texas — Central Americans applying for asylum will get an answer
in as little as one day and will be subject to
immediate imprisonment if turned down,
officials said Monday.
The Immigration and Naturalization Service staff in southern Texas will be increased by 500 to patrol the border and speed
up the weeding out of "frivolous" asylum
claims, INS Commissioner Alan Nelson announced.
More jails will be built to hold people who
are turned down pending their appeal or deportation, he said.
"We intend to send a strong signal to those
people who have the mistaken idea that by
merely filing a frivolous asylum claim, they
may stay in the United States." Nelson said.

from Central Americans have risen almost
sevenfold over the past four years. More
than 50.000 sought asylum in fiscal year 1988,
compared with 7,063 in 1985.
According to INS records, 3,136 people ap§lied for asylum between Wednesday and
unday at the agency's Port Isabel Processing Center, a rural detention center 15
miles northeast of Brownsville, the main entry point for asylum-seekers from war-torn
and poverty-stricken Central America.
But INS officials maintain that most of the
Central Americans are here for economic
reasons and do not qualify for asylum from
persecution.
Robert Rubin, lead council in the lawsuit
that led to the restraining order, said INS detention "should be the exception and not the
rule for asylum seekers." He said the United
States should show a "humanitarian spirit."

Guard troops 'invade' hospital
Soldiers substitute for striking Rhode Island nurses, attendants
by Karen Schwartz
Associated Press writer

CRANSTON, R.I.
—
National Guard troops in combat fatigues bathed and fed
patients Monday at state-run
General Hospital after scores of
nurses and attendants walked
out in a contract dispute.

The state, citing a law against
strikes by state employees,
sought a court order forcing
workers to return to the 480-bed,
mostly long-term-care hospital.
Superior Court Judge Antonio S.
Almeida said he would rule
Tuesday.
Thomas Romeo, director of
the state Department of Mental
Health, Retardation and Hospi-
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tals, accused the members of
Local 1350, American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees, of "walking away from patients" and
said patients' lives were
threatened.
"Not all the individuals up
there right now know exactly
what they're doing. There's not
a lot of tolerance for error,"
Romeo said.
Seven of the 110 Guard troops
on duty Monday had nursing
training; the rest were given
non-medical tasks like feeding,
washing and dressing patients.
More than a dozen acute care
patients were transferred to
other hospitals and the facility

stopped admissions.
"I think this is totally uncalled
for," Connie Prior, 56, a quadriplegic who has been at the
hospital for two years, said of
the job action. "Number one
should be the patients."
A four-day sickout ended Jan.
31 when the Guard was called in.
Doctors on Monday reported
as usual, but about one-fifth of
the 89 attendants and fewer than
half the 13 licensed practical
nurses showed up for the first
shift, officials said. About half
the 26 registered nurses honored
the picket line, said Dan Caley,
an MHRH spokesman.
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The Rev. Orlando Yates, who started a yearly "race relations
day" tradition during his 12 years at a Georgia church, plans to
make it an annual event in his Cincinnati church.
"We believe that much good was accomplished in this," he said in
a telephone interview after Sunday's race relations service, the first
at Union Baptist. "The comments were very positive and favorable
both before and after the service.
"In terms of race relations, we still have a long way to go. It's in
the area of attitude," Yates said. "Our hearts must be conditioned to
love people, accept people, no matter what the color — and to recognize that we are really one people under God."
He estimated that about 400 people, including politicians and business leaders, attended the service at his church. They included City
Council members J. Kenneth Blackwell and John Mirlisena, Judge
Nathaniel Jones of the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, city school
Superintendent Lee Etta Powell and Hamilton County commissioner
Robert Taft II.
Yates, who is black, said the service will be held each year in February, which is Black History Month and which is when the Southern
Baptist Convention has suggested conducting church programs to
promote better race relations.
Yates arrived at Union Baptist a year ago from the Thankful Baptist Church in Rome, Ga. He said that in Georgia, the service became an annual fixture that attracted U.S. Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga.,
and Georgia state lawmakers.
"It proved to be highly beneficial for Rome and for Floyd County,"
he said. "This idea came to me, I believe, by inspiration of God, if
change, real change is to take place in our society, so we can truly
live together ... I Believe that a better America will be realized, a
better community, a better state. God created us, I believe, to Live
together, to love.
Yates, 38, a native of Mobile, Ala., said he grew up in the South and
is familiar with racial discrimination and segregation. He said he
has used the teachings of King, the civil rights leader slain in 1968, as
a model for his efforts.
"There is no such thing as second-class citizens. That was a
phrase used back in those days, that blacks were second-class citizens," Yates said.
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Margo Walker

CINCINNATI — A Cincinnati pastor is hoping to use his church to
promote racial harmony as the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. used his
church in Atlanta by calling whites and blacks together once a year
in worship.
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SERVICE SPECIALS

CAMPUS
POLLYEYES

COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPONBCOUPOf
M0T0RCRAFT
OIL and OIL FILTER SPECIAL

"A Gathering Place"
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now live in
the City of
Los Angeles

NUTRITIOUS

Come visit the University Union's

BOWl-N-GR€€N€RV
ENJOY, ENJOY The Endless Soup and Salad Bar. ALL
the soup, salad and soft drinks that you can eat.
ONLY $4.25 for Lunch and $4.50 for Dinner
Served with a fresh hot baked potato

5-9

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

11-9
11-9

THURSDAY

11-9

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

11-9
11-9
11-9

2 for 1 Pizza (Buy One Pizza Gel Next
Size Smaller Free)
Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.00
Spaghetti Dinner $2.25
Salad Bar $1.25 extra, Wine $1.00 extra
Lasagna Dinner $2.25,
Salad Bar 75' extra. Wine $1.00 extra
Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.00
Burritos $2.75
Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.00

Coupons available at your Dorm Desks

352-9638

PRICI

run MI LAtoo

$15.95

Food Specials
MONDAY

iricui

[—'^

Z COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON
DOLLARS OFF SPECIAL
A KMCial ime.r.1 off >«u> lolal »t.i* Ml lo. •■>. MMM
o*h*r Ih.n coupon >p*t IBII and tlaM ir.ipwi.o-.

V

OtSCOUin U OIK" 11(0

$5.00
COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPONrCOUPON COI

ROWLING

440 E. Court

KEEN
1079 N. MAIN

LINCOLN MERCURY
JEEP EAGLE WkV
RENAULT
^if
352 2553

^™

NOW PR€S€NTING
NEW HOT and DELICIOUS at

COMWi

The BOWl-N-GR€€N€RV
featuring a daily selection from
the following:
Oriental foods
Cajun foods
Mexican fiesta
Meatballs and Pasta
Bar-B-Que Ribs or
Chicken Wings
all served with Rice - Vegetables
Open Monday thru Friday
food coupons accepted from 4:00-7:00 p.m.

COOLRANOTKL*™
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***********

"Come have a
Laugh, on us!"
* FREE Admission
* Comedian Dennis Butler
* FREE Certs and Doritos

Thursday, February 23
8 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

RAINMAN
EVENINGS 6 40 9:15

THREE FUGITIVES PG-13
EVENINGS 7 15 930
HER ALIBI PG
EVENINGS 705 945

THE FLY II P
EVENINGS 7 00 9 35
THE IURBI PG
EVENINGS 6 50

J

THE BG NEWS
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Listed below are the individuals who have taken the pledge ...
"I
hereby state that for the week of February 19-25 will set aside all racial biases and strive for
racial unity and world peace."
mm
NAME

LAST
HAMI

3*11/
Major
Major
Tea

Sect*

:*-.•>

-!■-••'.

Eric Charles
Hunt

,... -

Ingrid
£du*.do

"•»*!
A. Ptolando
Donna
AW.n
S*->ay
Nicl
JeCklS

KIM
Susan
Nil a*
Dcuc
P*a

Jeff
Steve
Stseoy

MM
LM

Dabble
ColettS
Htesy
Ahead
Chris
Hiflt-CI.D-I
Stsci
Cheryl
RBI

p*tti

JMIIM

Ellen
T*r•*•
Gabriel Is
F*a

1.1*
Pet*
Thaaas
LUda
Hlcneal
John
Usy-an
Lynn
Debr*
Kathy
Cathy

Abbott
fijai-s Ir.
Ad**s fr.
Jiaia
Adiiint
ajler
Albert
Allan
Allan
Aaato
Andrade
Andrada
Andra*pp leOai.*
»;claba»
Arfara*
Arrlck
Arvilla
Assaf
Bae:
Baker
Baltard
■ ama.
Barnhart
tar i# la
Bety
■avaltti
Bauer

■all

Ball
Bennett
Berlsh
Berry
■**•lavan
ihojoaiM
BiCk
Blckley
Bittel
Bleekaen
Blazlne
Slenkhern
K...
tenner
taam
Berk
tea alarm
So**
Boyd
Bo yd
Brabant
■radar.
IraaaMBi . itegj

•an

Gary
Allison
Mary
Cindy
Stephanie
Michelle
Clifford
Michel 1*
N*ney
Laura
Mlch**l
Davon
Richard
Penny
Kail Ivy
Ann Karl*
tally
Andre
JOIM
Chris
Tr*el
Christine
Derrick
Reyneldo
Ch.rl.t«
Scott
C*r*>*n
FrtnctKD
Harcelle
Michelle
Holly
■rie
Hery Pain
Dr. Ernest
► aren Lai
Writ
Jodi
LlM

Laura
Rika
Leigh
Sh*-n
Sl«n*.
Holly
Doug
Sarah
Ting Ting
Jeff
Mar, 11 Ian
Jenny
Gey la
Dana
Julia
Brian
Ooug
.■i i .■

■

J

Gary
Nik*
John
Nicola
Jodi
Kevin
Loci
rlary Elian
Du an*
Du*n*
Toshlko
tflai
Kla

1 .--■
Br leher
Br inovai
Brodbeck
Bronner
Brown
Bro.n
Bruteher
1 .

■ ■■ -i "

Buteln
Burka
Burllng.ee
Bur nay
■uKhar
lul:i
Byrd
Calanni
Cantrell
Car.ig.ano
C*ro
C*rr
Carrion
Cartar
C**p*r
C**lro
Caatro
Castro
Caatro
Cavaneugh
Caaaar
Cheaber*
Cheap Ir."
Chan
Chap**"
Chappoia
Char lay
Chami
CheCniarel ■•
Chi Ida
Child*
Out

Chcrpannmq
Chriatean
Chun
Cline
Clomnger
Cobb
Colli-«
Connar
Cook
Cooper
Corbln
Cornall
Corona
Cerrlgan
Cortner
Cotaaatra
Coughlin
Cr.fter
Cr.-rorO
Crensh*Cren*h*Crutehfteld
Cue*Inge
Dala

Jacqu*
Sha-n
Michele
>!'«■
Htckay
Htesy
Bteve
Dan

Cathy
Trlna
Kiaberly
Charyl
Teas
Aay

Jenny
Hat the..
Laura
Kla

Kathy
laaaa
K*r*-i
Po,*
Daniel
renyj
Bus

Carolyn
CoLlaga af
Ctnda
Hark
D*rt
nary
nartbal
rally Jo
Oanlalla
•halab
Wandy
Tatta "
■ tna
Jaff
Jen

mcott
Tiffany
Alicia
»rtna»r\
Dan

Arthur
fllke
Dan

Morn*
Rrlaty
Srtk -«-2-€SArah
Mil •
'.-

-

■

-

Paul
Ian

Janntfar
Todd ,
Staphan
Jodi
Honica
Todd
Todd
Todd
Sarah
Jacquallna
Scott
Elan*
L/aa
t l»
lavs
Jaaon
Joa

Me nr>
Ja>aa
%mr»n

Offer. euer FA
LAG4
Greek Llfe'&elta Oa««i
L*t.-« Student Unlon/BCAP
p.'.l-.i-ip of Ciriattan Athletes
Latino Student Union
L*tmo Student union

DAM

f--i-ii
Dunbar
Durden
Ovitro
Dyke
Eerlcl
Eearly
BOFI
Education
■ggnog
Eheann
tiehnar
Gieanhauar
Elua
Srebi*
E-tng
Cycke
Faidi
rarran
farthing
Pal ice
Pal ton
Palton
Pel ton
Fergueen
Fielde
Flounder
Poley
Fcreaan
Pe-ler
Praaa
Praylich
Fr——n
PreItag
Prtedaan
Pulton
Purnas
Gabriel
Saeeer
•ale
Gaeble
Barvln
Galfaan
Oaphai-t
Garrak
Gitaon
Gibson
Gillian
Glo.na
Godfrey
Gcggin
Ocr.-alai
•ott
G--*'
Grant
Gray
Crega'Y
Grand*11
Srube
Quarrelta:

HAMf
Karri
Sandy
Pouad
Lerl
hery
Tina
Hike
Phil
Aodney

PHMT

MAIM
Bundlech
xabboub
Habaggar
Maek-orth
Madden
H*in
HaalI to
k-"d
Hanoi

Conrad
Conrad
Kiarstsn

Chi Oaag*
Socl*l ktork Club
Zat* Phi Seta
Dalt* Tau Oaita
Slgaa Alpha Epsllon

Sue

Angle
Chris
Charlene
John
Jeaeei
Cher I a
Eric
Heidi
(lie
Derrick
P. Scott
Michelle
Douglas
Lisa

APICS
Alph* Xt Delta/Order *f Oaege
Delta Tau Delta
Felle-shlp of Christian Athletsa

Harper
Harrell
Harrlal

Phi Kappa Pal

Harriet

Massacre Cosaattte*

Harrlel
Harriet, Sr.
Harris
■■•!-..•■

D*vid
Susan
Stepheni
Den
C*rn*
Shall I
Steve
Eltzabath
Branda
Kelly
Teat

AFO
Bfll Dalt* Thete
7at* Beta T*u
Aht Epeilon «*PP«
Oaita Oaaaa
Sigaa S-a*thearts
A!pha

hi Alpha

Kyle
Sharon

French. House
nrfl
Alpha It Delta
kkrld Student Astocl*tl»n
cr-i

•Doc-

Merk
h.UM,
Scott
Hichael
Pa>»
Hark

--•;•

.appa Oa«»A
Alpha II Delta
Alpha XI Dalta/Ordei
Chi Oaaga
P*ac* Cc-alttton

Jill
"in.
Suiette
Jennifer
Kavln^
Diaraali
Kriattna
Erie
Michael

Friends of Jon

Barber* .
nichelle
Frenk
Diego

Weaten'S Track
Alpha Xi Delta
CM C-*ga
Delta Ga—a
APO
CDCI

Eltiebette i
Robert
Sharon
Daandra

Mike
Jflena
Daniel

Kappa -appa 8a»«a
A.A.
APO
Carrlbean Aeseclatlon

Hare
P*lth
P.lth
Stecy
Jeaslce
Htchset
P*t
Htchelle
D*vld

BOP I
APO
Delta Ga-aaa
Alpha Ki Delta and HMtey
*'•/ POTC
Black Student Unlen

J*-i*
Blake
K.IW fly
•tt
Fran
Tart
Baorg*
Adele
Kelly
Michele

Big>* Alpha Epsllon

Football
Bospel Chotr
Student
Latin* Student
L*tino Student
L*tlno Student
Latino Student
Alpha *i Delta
APO

Charyl
Chuck

Union
Unlen
Union
Union

Michelle
Cethy
Stephanie
John
J«.ann*
THcatl
Thoa*s
Judy
Michael
Branda
Caryn
Viola
Bret

Ethnic Studies
World Student Union
Delt* Gea-a*

EDC1
Alpha Phi Alpha
BBU
Alpha Oautqa Pi
Studant

Hoag
Hechschlld
Hockaan
Hogrefa
Holabarg
Hoafeld
HottolS
Houdashe11

Huffer
Huffe*n

Huguley
Hurst
Hvanlb
Isher-ood
Jackson

Fello-ship *f Chr
So c ear
Alpha Phi Alpha
Obsidian
Qffenhauer PA

APO

UH

Fashion Coo'. Association
APO
FallPM*-hlp of Christian Athlete*

Chi Oaag*
Laatbda Chi Alpha/OU Unit Direct'

MM

Off*nh*u*r RA

Siga* Alph* Epstlon/B.*.
Alpn* It Dalt*
Dalt* 6**aa

To*

Jennifer
Arlon
Wendy
Rabin

Alpha Delta Pi/Faec* Coalltiei
Citizens af the World

Lie*
Cr*lf

Aagional Pep. IBa-tarl
Delta Tau Delta
Ineurance Pep.
Delta GaahS*

J**nn*

Dalt* Tau Delta
Social Juatice Caa-lt

Social Justice Coaailt

Alpha Xi Dalt*
Siga* Alph* EpsllC'1
Siga* Alpha Cpstlo
T**a> Oo
Alph* Ii Dalt*
Delta T*u Oalt*
Let inn Studant Unn
Student
Delta Gan-a
Phi Beta Sig-a

Suaan
Dave
Brad
Erik*
Ken

Peggie
I*eb*l
G*.arren
Shartdsn
Brlgltte
Ltnd*
Wand*
Chri*
Susan
TaWand*
Jeanatte
Chris
Kevin
M*ry Beth
Chris
Peulette
Julie
Jaal*
Michelle
Krlsten
Tlaotny
Ghana
Erie

lig-a Alpha Eps

Hottice
Nottlce
MsCIChOHSkl
Nuall*
Mulloy
Murphy
Nash
Naal
Na»*an
Nleaann
Ntschwtt:
Notarianni
Hotaro
Hots
No-ell
Nutty
O'Leary
Oataan
Offer*) achar
Ogle-sby
Olivar
Olivatl
Dsborn
O-en*
Pagan
Pala
Papovlch
Parker
Petaon
Psaraa
Pelphrey
Pel ton
Pence
Pepper
Perkins
Perkins
Paries
Pescn
Peters
Peterson
Peterson
Peyton
Peno

Delta

Tea

Bath
Jill
Arthur
Jahn
Shalli
Janelle
David
Aay
Michele
Poger
Kathy
Mil*
Eally
r-ril
Michael
Hike
Paul
Tracy
Lee nor
Mery Beth
Senju
Patrick
Nikael
Theaaa

•--

Offenheuar AA
APO
Pi >appa Phi
Offenhauer AA
Marketing Club
Intreaurals
. Delta Oaaaa

Tea

Lisa

Peac* Coalition
Slgaa Alpha Epsllon
Alpha XI Delta
Offenhauer PA
Chi Oeatga
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Caeca
Sigaa Alpn* Epsllon
Chi Oaag*

Hark
Tharesa
Anita
Jenifer
Andre
Cynthia
BMan
Judy
Kennetn
Petrlck
Stephanie
Trecy
Bred
Jaaie
Mike

Siga* Alpha Epsllon

Slgaa Alpha Epsllon
Latino Student Unipi
Alph* G***ui Oalt*

Phi Beta S!g*a/H**secre Ceoaittaa

IPCO Club
Siga* Alpn* Epsllon
Off*nh*u*r fi-A
Dffenh*u*r AA
Siga* Dalt* PI/WSA
Offenhauer "A

Delta ..*-■*
Grad. Asst./Theatre
Phi Epsllon »*4>p*
World Studant Association
Sigaa Alph* Epsllon

Phi Epsllon • appa
Delt* Sea**
Oaita Tau Delta
Delta Tau Delta
PTit Kappa Psi

ken

h*tt
Sh*nnpn
David
Stave
L.bby
'

•

i-

Leslis
Dana
Jennifer
M*rk*bO
Lise
Henry
naya
Patti
Helly
anally
Lie*
M*rg*n
Jeff
L*ur*
Michelle
Cralg
Todd
Margaret
Tony
Tony
Mar-an
Lisa Penee
Bernte Maurice
Heather
Tracy
Clarence
Aay

Chi Oaag*
UNO
Slgaa Alph* Epeilon
Slgaa Phi EpstIan
Teaa Hong Kong
OSEA
Alph* Angel
Offenr.euer PA
Delta Oaaa*
Siga* Alph* Epsllon
Environeental tntereal
Ptil Epsllon Kappa

Sigaa Alpha Epsllon
Alph* XI Dalt*
APO
Offenhauer P-A
Alpha »i Delt*
Alpha XI Delta
Fello-ship of Christian Athlete*
Delta Tau 1
Ptil l%*
Thete Chi
Fsllo-ship of Christian ■■■■-•PI -appa Phi
APO

Paul
Tr*cey
Jill
Kctta
•odney
Char las
hichslta
Pick
Bath
Fd-*rd
Sine
Sharr i Hone*
Holly
Tine Marl*
Kevin
Ann

Kriattne
Angelo
name a
Gretehen
Oanlee
Susan
Chris
Tedd
•ay
D*rr,l
Jaaas
Kathy
Matt
Jt*

Kelly
Chris
Heather
Erike
Irene
Beewel
Pay

Otis
Tare
Aiefcy
Friends of Jon
Daita Bee**
Greek Li'e'Big-a

OB*
hi Epeilon

Palle-snip of Chr atlan Athletes
Siga* Alpha Epsl!
Delta Tau Delta
Cht Oaag*

Student Organtiatlo i ef SocI.
Bete Theta Pt
Delta Oaaaa
Chi Oaaga
Pallo-shlp sf Christian Athietoe
Kappa S-a*theart*
Kappa Alpha Psl
APO
APO
World Student Association
Slg** Mph* Epsllon
WPAL Radio
Delta Saaaa
Siga* Phi Epsl
Alpha Oalcran I

Sine
Kla
Ben
Bteva
Bouglea
Tare
Janet
/like
Steve
Kelly
nay
Michele
All lean
Chris
Adrian

:.Elian .

H.T.
•■ii"

Tea*
Sue

Lerl
Bath
•aagy
Shannen
Kelly
■

-■

■•

Pawl

Phillips
Plaaken
Podsro
Poloawky
Pond
Poxers
Preston
Prigg

• •at >appa S*M*
--.: Delta Thata
Delta Baaaa
Belt* Oaaa*
English Instructor

Bane oil

■ »■'

Karol
Karal
Lis*
Kevin

Stgae Alpha Epeilon

Sandra

Ann

■ r

ABA
Teaa Hong Kong
Latino Studant Union
Phi Epsllon Kappa
Offanheu-r Director
Offenh»u*r

BavilS*
Jaff

Ban

paai
lern

Sue

Tandi
Andrea
Jsaas
Hichael

Club Soccer
Progressive Student Organization
Alpha It Delta
Sigea Phi lest Ion

phi Mu Alpha/Slnofinl*
Minority Business Student Ass.
Delta Tau Delta

»ta

Phi >-.«pp* T*u

L*Polt
Laub
LaVolp*

Miller

Seett
Bcett
Lisa
Hahar

1

AM
Delta B*a*>a
Baits B**ea
Qffenhauer PA
Pallo-shlp af Christian Athletes
Fallo-ahlp of Christian Atnletas
Oaita Tau Delta, IPCO Oapartaent
Slaaa Alpha Epstlcn
Kappa Kapp* tea***
Delta T*u Dalt*
Delt* Tau Delta
T**a Hong Kong
Off*nh*uer PA
APG
Offennauer fUt
Gospel Choir

Fello-ship of Christian Athletes
Chi Oaaga
Sigaa Alpha Epsllon
Delta
"--•
Aceounttng Club

McGuire
HcHutt
Mack
Medloek
Helille
Marshad
H*y*r
Meyer
Hichaala
niddaugh
Hlller
Miller

Sig*a Alpha Epsl
Chi Ck-aga
n* Phi He'l

Deit* T*u Dalt*
b.g-a Alph* Epsilan
Sig-a Alpha Epsllon
Phi Pa'* Siga*
Iigaa Alph* Epsllon
Delt* Tau Dalt*

Knaedler
Kntght
KMttle
Koentg
KoenIg
Kofleroa
Kopact
Kottk*
»pvtl
Krtcerl

-■».*■*■

Felle-shlp
Kappa Kappa
Delta t-■-*

Big** Chi
Chi Oaag*
Latino Studant Union
Zeta Phi Bat*

Janach*
Jarrtn
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Jonas
Jonas
Joseph
Kaltsh
Kaaintckt
Kardea
Ksrdos
Kauffaan
Kaufaain
Kaagan
Kennedy
M.I."
Klsor

Mat tna*.*
Maturi
M*tur1
rl*ugh*ra*n
M*.-*!!
nay
Manor
McAdor
-■'.»■
HeCaffarty
McCoy
McCoy
McDonald
HeDo-ell
- i —

hletes

Kappa Slga*

■an

Matlock

llq.a S—*«tth*art
APO
Delta Da—a
Dir/C*nt*r for Alcohol L Substance Ab

EDPI

;.-i

Tr*ey
Braa
Chris
Warndy
Matt
vines
Daniel
Marcos
Faeuel
Kenneth
Lisa
Volsnde
Cindi*
Kyla

Alpha Phi
Alpha XI Delta
Football
Delta Baaaw
Alpha 'i Dalt*
Slg*-* Alpha Epsllon
Crlainal Justice Org.
Dalt* Ga—./AOD Unit Director

--

Le-en*
Lewis
Lindsay
Long
Lovsl*ce
Lull!
Lyndan
Lyons
MacDon*Id
Magadan
M*g*d*n
M*laaka
Mann
Merr
Martin
Martin
Martin
M*run*
Marualin
Mason
nastrodonat
Matchate

World Student Aoooi
Sigma Alpha Epsilo

Tea

Headlee
HendriHensley

D*rlek
Social Justice CoaeUttee/l
Alpha XI Delta
Alpha Delta Pi
Student

Pello-shlp of Christian

Oaalph
DaAngeln
OeCrena
de^alco
Oalbridga
Cannla
DeAaolt
DiFilippc
Di'iltppe
Dills
Dockerty
Dove

OMAN1ZATIOH

O-OANIZATION
filph* AMI Alpha
Alan* Fh| Alpha

Dan

Peter
Aaaacra
Beth
Anaree
Fen*
Cony
Stove
Jeniy
T.-icia

LAST
NAMf
Pntecher
Pr■techer
Proctor
Prosch
Pugh
Pugh
Dueener
Oueenar
Padford
^•tnmf
P*ud*b*ugh
Ray

Pa-ford
Ae^.n
Psger
Peaael
Rensh*.
Aieh*rds
Pichsrds
Pichey
Piedei
Piegseeker
Pies
Atnaldi
Alvera
Pivar*
Rivera
Robinson
Rob1neon
Robinson
Aodrigus:
Roger
Rogers
Rogers
Roabos
R.se
Rothgery
Rothroek
Rubin
Rubin
Rudd
Puffer
Rupee 11
Rutgers
Rut ledge
Rysn ■

ONANIZATION
EOF 1
People f*r Pacial Juatice
Pi raia «hi
Offenhauer RA
Delta Gaaaa
Oelt* Ga**a
Dir. Minority Progr*** L Activities
Counseling 1 Career Oevelopaaint Cant
Alpha Phi Alpha
•appa Sneotnoart Club
Siga* Nu
Cht Oaag*
Zete Phi Bat* Sorority
Faculty
APO

Blgaa Alph* Epsllon
Minority Beat 'BG Na-a
Thete Chi
Psl Chi
Delta T*u Delta
Latino Student union
Latino Studant Union
Latino Student Union
BBC*
Chi Oaag*
MBSA
Sport Henageaent Club
Soceer
Honor Student Association
Phi Epsilen Kappa
Studant

Asst. Director/International Progress
Sigaa Phi Epsilon
Slgaa Alpha Epeilon
Chi Oaaga
Chi Onega
RPO

Alpha II Delta
Bandarson
APO
Sandstroa
Hen's Varsity Soccer T»aa
Scharf
SchlageterlSch eg) Alpha Cht 0-aga
Kappa Kappa 6a***
Schaldt
Ethnic Studies
Scheldt
BCAP
Schaitt
Blga*
Alpha Epsllon
Sch.itt
Alpha xi Oalt*
Chi Oaag*
Schulte
Slg** Alpha Epeilon
Schultt
Offenhauer PA
Sch-ertt
APO
Bch-enn
Fellowship
of Christian Athletes
Seeley
APO
Self
latino Student Union
Barrator
Sh sheen
Shore*
Prlands af Jen
Shea
Offenhauer Director
sneehan
Pello-ahlp ef Chrletlan Athletes
Shehab
Bhehab
Alpha Chi Ckaega
Bhurr
Sigaa Phi Epsllon
Steber
Signature Printing
Chi O-aga
Binglo
Skipper
Delt* Gaaaa
Black
Satth
Satth
Vice President, PrIA
Saith
Secretary, Dr. Kherenl
Satth
Sgt. Elyrla Police
Salth
Delta Tau Delta
Salth
Salth
Saith
APO
Snider
Delta Gaaaa
Soaers
Taaa Hong Kong
Bopko
Blgea Alpha Epsllon
So'enaen
Slgaa Chi
Specht
Unlvaraity Aebeeseeors
Spencer
Sigaa Alpha Epsilen
Spienler
Spray
Sorelter
APO
Stalde'
Resident Advisor
Staley
Stavely
Stephen
Stepnene
Stocker
■tally
Stone
Stone
Stoner
Stratton
Straac
Sullivan
Susiynakl
S—aanay
Siabo
T. J.
Tallaferrs
Taltsferro
Tallaan
Taabascls
Tang
Tantaeh
Tate
Taylor
TelireTel iroTerry
Thackeray
Thatchar
Thoaea
Thoapaon
Theapson
Thoapson
Tall
Tokar
Toplak

AFO

Alpha 11 Delta
OSEA
Teaa Hong Kong
Woaana Traek
APO

Alpha xi Delta
Lecreeae
SOSW
Alpha >l Delte
Sigaa Alpha Epsllon
Pi Sigaa Alpha
Delta Tau Delta
EDSE
Aluent Affairs

use
Delta Baaaa
Delta B*aa*
Adalislens
Delta Be***
Fellowship of Christian Athlete*
Kappa Kappe Baa**
Chi Oaaga
Fello-ship of Christian Athletes

Active Christians Today
Delta Tau Delta
APO

Torres
Traplettl
Travis
Trttch
Trueblood
Turner
Urbae
Urrutia
vadille
Valbrun*
V*nCant
Vandaaotter
vanOaWalle
VanDonsal
VanLekeren
V*ni»r%ur
verailllon
Verrett
vi lea
VI lee
Vi Hart
Villeneuve
Vincent
vogel
Waehrer
Walctak
Walker
walker
Wallace
Walsh
Walton
Welkin*
Hatters
weaver
Webb
Welsgerber
Weiss
ueist
Helxel
welsh
wast
westerfield
wetiel
Whitaker
Whitayer
Wiley
Wilkinson
Will
Will
Willie**
Willlaa*
UllIlM*
Williaae
Will leas
Wilson
Wilson
Winkle
Winston
Winterhalter
Wlrtl
Mise
wiudyga
Wajto-ict
ktolansly
Wood
wood
wood
Hgrlat
wortnaa
wotechak
young
"*■»..«

laaall
2*llea*n

Latino Student Union
Offenhauer Director

Pi Beta Phi
US6

Offenhauer RA

Sigaa Alpha Epsllon
Spanish Club
Chi Oaaga
Fello-ehlp of Christian Athletes
Phi Mu
Delta Tau Delta
Slgaa Alph* IpslIon
Alpha Dslt* Pl/A Ceppalla Choir
Alp"a Phi Oaaga
APO

Delta
•
Kappa Slgaa
Pi Kappa Phi

E18
Alpha XI Delta
MWkCP
World Student Association
Alpha XI Delta
Resident Adviser

APO

Delta Saaaa
Chi Oaaga
Slgaa Alpha Epsllon
Slgaa Alpha Epsllon
Alpha ii Delta/Order of Oaag*
Phi Slgaa Kapp*
Delta Oaaa*
Alph* g***»* Delta
Biaaa Alpha Epeilon
teaa Hong Kong
Delta Zeta
Beaeatte Club
Oelt* Ba-*a

EDSE
Delta Tau Delta
Rugby
Delta Tau Delta
Phi Epeilon kappa
Delta Saaaa
Oelta r,a —»
Delt* Oaaa*
Chi Oaag*
ECAP
APO

Unit Director/Beta Theta Pi
APO

EOFI
Social Justice Coeenttee
Phi Epsilen Kapp*
Alph* ii Delta
APO

Tea* Hong Kong
Delta Baa**
Chi Oaaga

showing support for this year's Massacre II - And the Dream Lives On
— an event to promote racial unity and world peace.
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Armenia slow to heal
Earthquake victims mend bones, not fences
by Carol Williams
Associated Press writer

KURSAU, U.S.S.R.
- In this backward
Armenian village torn apart last year by bitter
ethnic strife and a devastating earthquake, the
rival mountain people are finding it easier to mend
bones than fences.
Despite edicts from Moscow that national differences be cast aside, and despite the daunting task
of post-disaster recovery, the peasants of Kursali
are loathe to let go of the hate for Azerbaijani;; that
has given them solace through severe tragedy.
The long-simmering hostility between Armenians and Azerbaijani; that broke open a year ago
forced the 1,100 residents of this ancient village to
choose sides against friends and neighbors.
There had been little trouble here, but, in an excess of adherence to the adage that blood is thicker
than water, Kursali came to typify the headlong
rush into ethnic trauma that wracked Armenia before the earthquake.
Nearly 1,000 Armenians sought refuge here after
rioting and murder in the Azerbaijani port of Sumgait, some crowding into the hillside homes of relatives and others swapping the places they abandoned for stone hovels left behind by Azerbaijanis
made to pay for the crimes of their distant countrymen.
Kursali was in the midst of such turmoil that
officials have no clear idea how many people were
here when the Dec. 7 earthquake struck, destroying every dwelling and visiting death on every
family.
"For us every day is like the day of the earthquake. It's horrible," said Alavina Mirzoyan,
whose husband was killed when the house across
the rutted road tumbled into ruins with him inside.
She lives with her three children and two elderly
in-laws at a cold, windswept campsite among the
rubble that used to be their home.
Her sister-in-law, Nora Bagiryan, contends the
family cannot be evacuated because of bureaucratic tangles and the fact that they delayed
leaving until her brother's body was found two
weeks after the earthquake.
With no longstanding ties to the area, the family
fears it will fall to the bottom of the housing allocation lists in the hands of officials of the close-knit
villages surrounding Spitak, the city hit hardest by

the earthquake.
The Spitak region's mayor, Vresh Adjyan, showing West German Red Cross representatives the
village they have proposed to rebuild, conceded
there has been a halt to evacuations but promised
the family their plight would be addressed.
"We came here on Nov. 13 after we traded our
home in Azerbaijan for this," Grigory Bagiryan
said, motioning to a pile of twisted beams and
shattered stone walls. "We don't have jobs here or
a home or anything. And the Azerbaijanis are
laughing at us."
Only two ruined homes away, Akhmed Gosanov
tells a sad tale from the other side of the controversy.
The Azerbaijani farmer lived all of his 65 years
in the spacious stone home his grandfather built,
raising seven children and tending a prosperous
plot of fruit trees.
But the Armenians who had been his friends
through life drove him and other Azerbaijanis
from the village when the flood of refugees arrived
and ethnic hatred spread swiftly through the
overwhelmed community.
The home was taken over by Armenians, but Gosanov retains ownership of it and the rights to
farm the land.
With his family safe in the Azerbaijani city of
Kirovabad, Gosanov has been camped in freezing
weather in a sod hut that he built in the corner of
his property. He makes daily forays into nearby
Spitak to plead for a fair price for his property and
losses.
The Armenian officials of the Spitak region have
offered him only a fraction of what his rights to the
private plot are worth, he contends.
The ethnic conflict that has separated Gosanov
from his Armenian neighbors stems from centuries-old differences and distrust between the Christian Armenians and Moslem Azerbaijanis.
Long suppressed by the official Soviet facade of
multinational brotherhood, hostility broke open in
the first days of 1988 when Armenians began demonstrating in demand of annexation of a mostly
Armenian region of Azerbaijan, NagornoKarabakh.
The protests were initially peaceful, but
counterdemonstrations by Azerbaijanis turned
violent. On Feb. 28, zealots went on a rampage of
atrocity, killing 26 Armenians and six others in the
Azerbaijani city of Sumgait.

Prosecution prepares
witnesses in North trial
by Pet* Yo*t
Associated Press writer
WASHINGTON - A

lury will be sworn in Tuesday
In the trial of Oliver North,
with the prosecution preparing
a lineup of witnesses to testify
he tried to cover up the IranContra affair.
Lawyers for the fired presidential aide plan to rebut the
Srosecution's case by showing
orth had White House authorization for his activities.
North, the key figure in the
Iran-Contra affair, was indicted 11 months ago with former
national security adviser John
Poindexter and businessmen
Richard Secord and Albert
Hakim.
The latter three will be tried
separately.
Two central charges against
North, accusing him of conspiracy and theft in diverting
Iranian arms sale profits to the

Nicaraguan guerrillas, were
thrown out last month on
national security grounds.
The jury of rune women and
three men was selected Feb. 9.
But the trial was delayed when
the Justice Department
protested that North might divulge classified material in the
courtroom. After receiving assurances from Independent
Counsel Lawrence Walsh, the
department on Wednesday
dropped efforts to delay the

manager who says she recalled that North was "selling
something to Iran."
North, a decorated former
Marine colonel, is accused of
12 criminal charges.
Five include alleged lying to
Congress in 1985 and 1986 by
denying he was assisting the
Contras. Four other counts allege that he lied to Congress
and the attorney general and
that he destroyed documents
in November 1986.

The jurors have one thing in
common: they had almost no
exposure to North's nationally
televised congressional testimony in 1987 in which he admitted, under limited immunity from prosecution, many
details touching on the crimes
with which he is charged.
The jurors include an electronics technician, a cashier
and a clerical worker who says
"I don't like the news" and an
unemployed former office

North allegedly helped prepare false chronologies, saying
no one in the U.S. government
learned before January 1986
that Hawk missiles had been
shipped to Iran in November
1985. He also is accused of
lying to the attorney general
that the National Security
Council was involved in diverting money from the arms sales
to the Contras, and with falsifying documents showing his
involvement with the Contras.

Hostages' kin keep faith
by Angela Ahn

Associated Press writer

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. - Relatives of hostages being held in
Lebanon said Monday they were
quietly hopeful the Bush administration would intensify efforts
to secure the prisoners' release.
"I'm cautiously optimistic,"
John Anderson, brother of hostage Terry Anderson, said at a
news conference.

"George Bush, both in his inaugural address and a press
conference afterward, without
prompting, brought up the hostage issue," Anderson, of Ocala,
Fla., said. "(President) Reagan
never did once, in four years.
Terry Anderson, Middle East
bureau chief for The Associated
Press, has been a hostage for
four years, longer than any of
the eight other Americans being
held by pro-Iranian extremists
in Lebanon. He is a Lorain, Ohio,

native.
John Anderson was joined by
Thomas Cicippio of Norristown,
Pa., whose brother Joseph has
been a hostage since Sept. 12,
1986; Estelle Ronneburg of
Boise, Idaho, whose son, Jesse
Turner, was taken hostage Jan.
24, 1987; and Elaine and David
Collett, of New York, the wife
and son of British hostage Alec
Collett, who was captured
March 25,1985.

Eorly Bird Special: An Order of Bobyback Ribs
or baked 1 /4 chicken served with cole slaw or
broasted pototo. homemade rolls & butter
M.25

Qtiacfo

Receive

1/2 off
the price ol any dinner when a second

dinner is purchased at equal or
119 N. Main, B.C.
greater value
PHONE 353-0068
Open Mon.-Thurt. 4-11 p.m.; Frl. & S«t. 4-Mldnlght; Sun. 3-9 p.m.

=(CHARLESTOWNR
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1989 and 1989-90 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.G.

352-4380

Its All Here
in
Black & White.
For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

UniGraohics
211 West Hall

PHONE

419372-8181

372-7418
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Sports
BG split sends icers packing
"Rain on
The Huskies"

•ling Gr**n ItiKigi, Inc

ANDY
WOODARD

by Don Hensley
assistant sports editor

COMMENTARY
Picture this.
On a Tuesday or Wednesday
night in the second week of
March, Anderson Arena is jam
packed.
Fans have painted their faces
burnt orange and seal brown.
The pep band is playing.
Two women's basketball
teams, including Bowling
Green's, are warming up —for a
first round game in the NCAA
Tournament.
Sound exciting? Sound impossible?
Don't doubt it — it could happen.
The Athletic Department is
bidding to host one of the first
round games for this year's
tournament. The Falcons will
have the chance to do so if they
make the tournament for the
third-consecutive year.
"We're going to go after it. We
want the bid," athletic director
Jack Gregory said recently.
BG had to travel to its past two
NCAA Tournament games — in
Champaign, HI., in 1987 and Philadelphia in 1988. The Falcons
lost the games to Illinois 180-64)
and St. Joseph's (68-66).
The NCAA awards first round
home sites on three criteria, according to Mary Ellen Cloninger, associate athletic director.
The first is the quality and availability of the site, i.e. Anderson Arena. The second is a
guaranteed $6,000 in ticket sales
and the third is the site's geographical location.
If two schools are paired to
face each other and meet the
criteria equally, the home site
will be awarded to the higher
seed.
But by going for the bid, the
athletic department is assuming
one of the following concerning
the second criterion — either the
attendance will cover the $6,000
or the department is willing to
pay the amount not made at the
gate.
However, BG's attendance
might make the $6,000 by itself.
The Falcons average nearly
1,044 fans per game, which isn't
too bad.
Four top 30 teams in the
eastern Midwest make for a
good comparison.
Ohio State, which beat BG earlier this season at St. John
Arena, averages 3,136 for its
home games. Fellow Big 10
squad Purdue, No. 10 in the nation, has increased its home attendance to 2,505 per contest, up
five times from last year.
But for bigger schools like
these, those numbers can be expected.
On BG's level, St. Joe's averages 1,004 per game, while LaSalle only gets 500. During the
regular season, the Falcons
have competed with these figures.
However, the NCAA Tournament attendance will matter the
most.
In last year's tournament
game, St. Joe's barely drew
1,800, making its arena look
STactically empty. If BG gets
le bid, I think the Falcon fans
would come out in greater numbers than the Hawk fans did in
Philadelphia.
All things set aside, though,
the most important aspect of
hosting is giving the Falcons the
best chance of winning.
Even though no MidAmerican Conference team has
ever won a NCAA game, two of
the three closest losses were at
home — Ohio University's onepoint loss to Illinois in 1986 and
Central Michigan's eight-point
setback in 1984.
When Falcons' Jackie Motycka and Megan McGuire were
f irst told of the attempt to host
the first round game, an excited
look came to their faces.
They know what it would
mean to host, as do the other
Falcons who played in the tournament the past two years.
The familiar surrounding and
home crowd do a lot for confidence. At home last year, BG
would have defeated St. Joe's.
I'm confident of that.
But that is in the past now.
The biggest concern is for the
Falcons is to make the tournament this year.
They can do that by winning
the MAC Tournament in Toledo
the first weekend of March. That
will give them the automatic
bid.
Li See Woodard, page 11.

CHICAGO — On the road
again...
For the first time since the
1980-81 season, the Bowling
Green hockey team will take
their show outside of the confines of the Ice Arena for the
first round of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association
playoffs.
This scenario was a direct result of a weekend split with Hum
is-Chicago, which saw the Falcons lose 3-2 in overtime on Saturday and take the opener on
Friday 4-2.
"It was a really difficult loss
for us because we were still hoping for home ice," BG coach
Jerry York said. "It looks like
now we will play at Michigan in
the first round."
Prior to Saturday's game, the
Falcons still clung to the hope
that they would host the first
round, but when UIC forward
Dominic Dunlap scored an overtime goal just 1:42 into the overtime period, BG began to make
travel plans.
Dunlap set up the play, by
skating in hard on Falcon defensemen Alan Leggett, who tried
to force him to the outside. But
Dunlap had enough room to get
off a shot which slid by the
sprawling Connell and deposited
in the net.
"The key for us this weekend
was that we didn't press after
they tied the game up at two,"
UIC coach Val Belmonte said.
"We stayed relaxed, patient,
and waited for our turn and that
was the difference."
Even before the goal, the
Flames had to believe they had
a good chance of winning, because up to that point BG was
0-4-3 in games that went beyond
60 minutes.
But the Flames still nearly
blew the opportunity.
Withjust 2:31 left in the game,
UIC's Randy Zulinick was whistled for a holding penalty which
put BG on the power play for two

Courtesy the Key Mark Thalman
Members of the Illinois-Chicago Flames rush to greet Dominic Dunlap after his game winning-goal in overtime last Saturday, while Bowling
Green goalie Paul Connell lies in disgust and defenseman Alan Leggett looks on. UIC's win salvgaged a weekend split as BG won Friday night's
game.

minutes.
But like the whole series, the
Falcons were unable to mount
any type of pressure and the
Flames killed off the penalty
without any trouble.
"We had a good opportunity to
win the game with the late
power play," York said. "But
we weren't able to capitalize and
that was a disappointment to
me."
The Flames seemed to have
the game under control when
they posted a quick 2-0 lead in
the second period after neither
team was able to score in the
first.

But BG's Greg Parks started
the comeback mid-way through
the second when he scored offa
shot by Nelson Emerson that
went off the boards behind the
UIC net. That was the way the
scored stayed until the third
period when Joe Quinn scored a
shorthanded goal for the Falcons.
Quinn started the play when
he intercepted a pass at the BG
blue line and went the length of
the ice before beating UIC goalie
Dave DePinto high on his glove
side.
"When Joe got the goal, the
whole team felt like we had a

good chance to win the game,"
Parks said. "We felt like we
were right where we wanted to
be.
"If we get the goal, it's a great
victory for us. But we were just
unfortunate, they were playing
in front of their biggest crowd
(5,510) of the year, and it was
also senior night."
UIC was the team that was unfortunate in Friday's game,
however.
The Falcons came in like a
team that was determined to do
whatever they had to in order to
stay in the hunt for home ice.
After two periods, UIC held a

slim 2-1 lead and were starting';
the third period on the power
playBut it was the third period that
the Falcons laid claims to. Tharf j
Rusiecki started their scoring-'
when he unleashed a shot from
the left point that beat a.
screened DePinto.
Less than two minutes later",:
Martin Jiranek also beat the;
UIC goaltender from close;:
range to give the Falcons a 3-2
lead. Parks wrapped up the
scoring when he scored withthree seconds left into an emptyj
See Icers, page p. 11/

Cagers edge Broncos Falcons rumble
BG wins thriller;climbs out of basement
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports editor

KALAMAZOO, Mich. - The
scene was all too familiar for the
Bowling Green men's basketball
team in the waning moments of
Saturday afternoon's contest in
Western Michigan's Read
Fieldhouse.
For the third time in the last
three weeks, the Falcons were
involved in a contest which
could sway either way with one
dribble, pass, or shot. Similarities of back-to-back onepoint losses to Central Michigan
(57-56) and Eastern Michigan
(70-69) in those three weeks
were clearly visible.
But the Falcons, unlike in the
two previous one point losses,
came to the forefront and performed superbly in the dwindling moments of a 69-68 doubleovertime victory against the
Broncos.
The victory raised BG's record to 10-13 overall and 4-8 in
the Mid-American Conference
and thrusted them out of the
conference basement for the
first time this season. The game
also marked the first time the
Falcons have been involved in a
double-overtime affair since
their 196849 campaign.

The Broncos dropped to fifth
filace in the conference as they
ell to 11-12 overall and 6-7 in the
MAC.
Leading the Falcon attack
was 5-foot-ll Joe Gregory, who
scored 16 of the team s final 24
points in addition to delivering a
nifty pass to sophomore guard
Derek Kizer whose layup provided the game's winning margin with nine seconds left in the
second overtime period.
"I wanted this one real bad,"
Gregory said. "We're tying to
get some kind of momentum going in the the (MAC) tournament, so we didn't want to come
here and suffer a setback."
Gregory, who played a reserve role for the second
straight game after rendering
his starting position following
the Ball State game a week ago,
played 37 minutes, scored 23
Kbits on eight of 14 shooting
mi the field, including four of
six from three-point range. His
performance earned him MAC
Player of the Week honors.
Falcon head caoch Jim 1-arranaga said Gregory's play
down the stretch was crucial,
but he was exceptionally
pleased with his team's perseverance.
"In the second half we were
down seven and we immediately

got three great shots," he said.
"Joe (Gregory) came off the
bench rested and the other guys
started to find him, plus he
started to become very aggressive."
With the Broncos holding a
51-45 edge with 5:52 remaining
in regulation, Gregory
proceeded to hit two-straight
three pointers to knot the score
at 51 with 2:12 to play in regulation.
The teams then traded baskets until senior center Tony
Baumgardt banked in an eightfoot jumper to put the Broncos in
the lead at 55-53 with 28 seconds
left. Following a Falcon turnover, WMU's Billy Stanback
was fouled and went to the line
with 14 seconds remaining.
Stanback missed the front end of
the one-and-one and the Falcons
had one last shot.
On the Falcons' last chance,
Gregory drove from the left side
and was fouled on the shot. He
stepped to the line and calmly
sank both free throws with four
seconds remaining to send the
game into the first overtime.
In the first extra period, a
Gregory three-point shot gave
BG a 60-57 lead with 1:05 remaining. But Bronco guard Eli
D See Cagers, page p.ll.

Gregory adapting to unfamiliar role
by Brian Hollenbeck
sports reporter

KALAMAZOO — Senior guard Joe Gregory has
found himselffpei
performing in a different role lately.
Gregory, who had started in 20 of the Falcons
V
first 21 games,
s, has come off the bench in the
cagers' last two games and
seems to be adapting to his new
role just fine.
Gregory scored 13 points in the
cagers 76-66 win over the Miami
Redskins last Wednesday and
poured in 23 points in last Saturday's 69-68 double- overtime victory over Western Michigan.
Gregory earned Player of the
Week honors in the MidAmerican Conference for his Gregory
effort.
In the WMU game, Gregory scored eight of the
last 10 Falcon points in regulation, including a pair
of free throws to tie the game with four seconds
left. In the two overtimes, Gregory scored eight of
the Falcons 14 points and dished off an assist to
sophomore Derek Kizer, who scored the winning

basket with seven seconds left. Gregory was eight
of 14 from the field and nailed four three-pointers
in the game.
Gregory said he has accepted his new role and
feels the team is the most confident it has been this
season.
"There's a whole new attitude on this team,"
Gregory said. "Everyone is playing hard and is
playing with enthusiasm. We have set goals for
ourselves to try and get something positive out of
this season. We want to go to the MAC tournament
and win a few games, if not the entire tournament."
Gregory attributes the new enthusiasm to the
shake-up in the starting five.
"The guys who haven't played a lot this year are
fresh and excited," Gregory said. "They're just
happy to be out there and they're just giving it
their all."
Head coach Jim Larranaga said Gregory was
aggressive and poised in his performance against
the Broncos.
"Joe was rested and started to play very aggressive," Larranaga said. "Whenever you are the aggressor, it is tough to guard you. He Knew the other
Siiys were looking for him so he was more active,
e was poised down the stretch."

to13th-straight

by Amy Cole
sports reporter

KALAMAZOO, Mich. The Bowling Green women's
basketball team is back at
full-strength with Jackie Motycka and
Paulette
Backstrom
back in the
lineup
—and that's
not debatable.
Neither is
the Falcons
ability to Motycka
win as Motycka and Backstrom, who
are returning to top form
after missing the first games
in their four-year college careers (Motycka, foot Injury
and Backstrom, death in the
family). The duo guided BG
to their 13th-straight victory
as they topped Western Michigan 85-56 Saturday afternoon
in Read Fieldhouse.
The Broncos, 11-12 overall
and 6-7 in the Mid-American
Conference, discovered what
it's like to deal with the loss of
a top player as well. Without
leading scorer Ruthanne
Wisniewski, who missed Saturday's action due to an ankle
injury, WMU went scoreless
in the first two and a half
minutes of the game as the
Falcons, 20-3 overall and 12-0
in the MAC, raced out to an
early nine point lead.
'•We got down fast," WMU
head coach Jim Hess said.
"That is something you just
can't do.
"We have been playing really well, especially since we
are playing shorthanded.
Other teams we can do that
with, but not Bowling Green.
They have too much depth.''
With that depth, paced by
Heather Finfrock's 11 points.
BG increased their lead to 12,
3*46, at the intermission.
"When you get into a
groove, you can be in that
groove and' still make
changes," Falcon head coach
Fran Voll said of his bench.
"We had a good ending and a
" first part of the second
— that was the key.
■I don't know where we

would be at this point, with
Jackie and Paulette out. if we
would have been without our
bench."
The second half started out
the same as the first for the
Falcons as they tallied
11-straight points and held
WMU scoreless in the first
four and a half minutes. The
11-0 run gave the Falcons a 22
point lead.
Led by Motycka's gamehigh 19 points, the Falcons
posted four players in double
figure*, as they increased
their lead to as much as 29
points in the second half.
Motycka, a 6-foot forward,
added five rebounds and two
assists for BG, while center
Angle Bonner chipped in with
12 points and a team-high
eight rebounds.
"She (Motycka) was hungry for the ball and -he was
willing to go after it," Hess
said.
The Falcons sank 30 of 64
from the Field for 46.9 percent
and continued to be impressive from the line as they
dropped in 25 of 32 for 78.1
percent.
"Our free-throw shooting is
very good," Voll said. "One
thing we take real pride in is
our free throw shooting."
Hess could not say the same
for his team, as the Broncos
remained on par with their
last-place MAC free throw
percentage, tallying a dismal
11 of 20 from the fine for 56
percent.
Even with impressive performances from Kim Barrier
(17 points and six rebounds)
and MAC Freshman of the
Year candidate Cathie Vos
(14 points and 10 rebounds),
the Broncos seemed to have.
trouble holding on to the ball ;as they committed 22 tur-«J
novers. The Falcons only
gave up the ball 11 times.
"We protected the ball well]
today,'* Voll said. "But we;
can never play good enough'
defense."
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Gymnasts set new record Pitt's freshman
by Matt Schroder
sports reporter
It was nice while it lasted.
The school record that is.
The Bowling Green women's
gymnastics team made history
again on Sunday afternoon
at Illinois
State as they
posted 180.05
points to break
a team record
set by the
same team
last weekend.
The record- Frlel
setting victory
over Western Michigan last
week was impressive, but the
ISU win added an extra dimen-

sion.
"We did it on the road, which
is even tougher," BG head coach
Charles Simpson said.
As has been the case all
season long, the Falcons are not
soundly defeating their opponents, despite their recent run of
high scores. After two events on
Sunday, the vault and the uneven bars, BG found themselves
trailing 89.15 to 88.45.
Freshmen Mary Beth Friel
and Julie Zickes kept the vault
standings close with a 9.2 and a
9.0, respectively. On the bars,
however, the Falcons could not
come up with a nine, and consequently fell behind with only half
of the meet left.
"We had our rough moments.
Our bar set was not top notch,"
Simpson said.

But the character and depth
this team has displayed all
season long came through
again, with Friel and sophomore
Kim Crawford leading the way.
Both girls went on a tear of
personal bests leading a host of
Falcons on a comeback that
would lead to their fourth overall win of the season.
ISU had a duo of their own in
Rhonda Heuer and Sheila RoeUe. They turned in a 9.05 and a
9.1 on the beam, but it wasn't
enough to outscore the opposition.
Both Crawford (9.35) and
Friel (9.3) scored personal bests
on the beam, with sophomores
Nikki Condon and Meg Griffin,
both with nines, not far behind.
The floor exercise, however, is

where the gymnasts really
shined.
Again led by Friel's and Crawforcfs personal bests of 9.45 and
9.35, the Falcons completely
dominated the field with five of
the top six scores on the floor.
Griffin's 9.35, Zickes's 9.2 and
Condon's 9.05 sealed the victory
for the Falcons.
"We did what we set out to
do," Simpson said. "Our job was
to build up road scores and the
win just took care of itself."
The score raised the team's
season average score from 177.7
to 178.46. The Falcons needed
the high road score as they
make their run at the NCAA regionals.

makes impact
PITTSBUBGH (AP) Thanks to Brian Shorter, who
to hfvfce one at the beet noUrn UMBBI to Big EM* COO^SionKSy wffl
betaftiMalotloMer.
WhwTthe Pan*ers, 14-10,
■urnrtoed then-No. 12 Seton
Ha&n-n bat Saturday, it
wu their fifth victory thU
Mate over a nationally
1 opponent. Pitt earlier
then-No. J Syracuse,
3) Oklahoma, (No. 2)
ant (No. 9) Seton

Jones stabilizes Tribe's bullpen
TUCSON, Ariz., (AP) — If the five Cleveland Indians' starting pitchers could uncork Doug Jones' secret of consistency, the American
League team might be tempted to start printing World Series tickets.
For Jones, 1988 was not just a career-highlight season. It was the
best performance any Indians relief pitcher has ever had. Jones had
a club record 37 saves, including a major league record 15 saves in 15
consecutive appearances. His 2.27 earned run average led the team.
For the team s starters, each game was an adventure.
"It doesn't bother me that much if I have to pitch two or three innings to get a save," Jones says. "Where it becomes a problem is
that when I do that it means I can't pitch the next day."
So Jones his hoping for more complete games and help in the bullpen in 1989.
Starters Greg Swindell, Tom Candiotti, John Farrell, Rich Yett
and Bud Black accounted for 57 of the Indians' 78 victories last
season. Their earned run average was a combined 4.16 and their

THE UNIVERSITY
FORUM
What role do the liberal aris
play in the education of the
total person? Special guests
from both the business
world and the university
.setting will discuss what
components arc necessary
in higher education to be a
total person AND get a job.
Tuesday, February 21
(Repeats at II p.m.)

ail 800-KAP-TEST

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Tolrto Canter. 3490 W. Central.
SUII8 322

At 9-6, Yett had his best season in the big leagues and probably
would have had 10 or more victories if not for a persistent rib-cage
injury.
Black, at 4-4, nursed a sore left elbow most of last year.
"Versatility is the key to our staff," said Candiotti. "I throw a
knuckleball, Greg throws hard from the left side, John throws a hard
sinker from the right side, Bud is a change-up, curveball pitcher and
Richie throws a lot of f orkballs.''

One Panther whs haant
endured * roller-coaatcr
season to Shorter, the WaoW
sophomore forward whp
aukMy has made Panthers
fans forget about backboardahattaHng Jerome Lanato
departure to the
Shorter to averaging 19.9

•^^^.^be^JK
than those of former
Patrick E wing
and gften

L

Keep Your Eyes On TV 27 Weeknights At 5:30p.m.

The
LSATIs
When?
I

strikeout-to-walk ratio was better than two-to-one with 524 strikeouts
and 243 walks.
This season, discounting trade, injury or natural disaster, they
will form the starting rotation.
Swindell (18 victories), Candiotti (14) and Farrell (14) all pitched
more than 200 innings last year. Swindell had 180 strikeouts, Candiotti 137 and Farrell 92.

has played his best against
the beM teams. Hie seasonhigh 37 Mints came in Pitt's
9841 upset of Oklahoma, now
No.l
After Shorter Had X points
and seven rebounds against
Seton Hall, Carleabno said. "I
think Brian Shorter la a treat
player. He was a great player
win be was recruited and
he's adjusted very well to hto
year oft. The thing mat surprises me is he's only a sophomore"
Shorter is the No. 2 scorer
to Wilt Chamberlain in Philadelphia high school history
and almost certainly would
have broken the record if he
hadn't played hto senior
season at Oak Hill (Va.)
Academy.
Shorter sat out last season
beaause of Proposition «. But
Pitt coach Paul Evans said
Shorter llfused to sit around
while sitting out, and instead
hit the weights - and the
books.
Shorter cut his weight from
23S pounds to 217, trimmed
hto body fat from 21 percent
to 16 percent and pot hto
grades in order.
"Basketball means so
much more to him than it
dees to the other so-called
superstars," Evans said

TIME OUT
Is this the year of a Falcon
hockey championship? Jerry
York discusses the icers'
series against the IllinoisChicago Flames. Coach Jim
Larranaga talks about the
men's contest against Ohio
University and Fran Voll
recaps his team's efforts
against Ohio University.
Thursday, February 2}
(Repeats at 11 p.m.)

ART BEAT
7,000 EGGS! Meet egg collector Dorothy Davis during
a stop in Findlay. See some
distinctive pieces in her
large egg-art collection
Learn about the histroy of
collectable eggs dating back
to the days of the Russian
czars and the favorite eggs
of collectors today.
Wednesday, February 22
(Repeats at 11 p.m.)

VIEWPOINT
Hear Viewpoint host Larry
Whatley discuss controversial topics with experts in
the field But be prepared;
he and his guest are never
content with just sharing
the information—they want
viewers to get involved in
the solution.
Friday, February 24
(Repeats at 11 p.m )

OHIO BUSINESS
OUTLOOK
Learn the inside story about
industry, commerce and
manufacturing in Ohio as
host George Howick inter
views business managers
and tours facilities across
the state.
Monday, February 27
(Repeals at 11 p m.)

WBGU
TV27

536-3701.

.'5 Venn-Thanks lb You!

HOWARD'S club H

WANT MORE
THAN A
DESK JOB?

210 N. MAES

CHARLIE'S DODGE
Home of the Cheaper Deal •

NO COVER

BAND UPDATES ON BG 5

Looking (or an exciting and
challenging career
where each day is different?
Many Air Force people
have such a career as Pilots
and Navigators. Maybe you
can join them. Find out
if you qualify. Contact your
Air Force recruiter today.
Call

Nike Katon

Colt manufactured
by Mitsubishi
CONTACT MIKE COX
NEW-USED
TRUCK LEASING

Dodge Omni, Dodge Shadow,
Dodge Daytona

Wednesday thru Saturday
February 22 - 25

USAF OFFICER RECRUITING
216-826-0225 COLLECT

Ai

Howards is a Designated Driver Participant

|

725 ILLINOIS AVE MAUMEE

{

fg

893—0241

^yttonb
sSk

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22
210 MATH/SCIENCE

9 P.M.

Tuesday

PAMEL DISCUSSION
with guest speaker
Darnel Haney,
a nationally known consultant on
cultural awareness and black culture, is
Director of Student Life at Lorain
Community College. Among Haney's
many accomplishments he was a
professional football player for the Los
Angeles Raiders. ^.^55!%,

Ladies Night
featuring
"Pure Pleasure"
doors open at 6:30 p.m.

S-T-R-E-T-C-l
Your Dollar ...
Make your graphic arts dollar buy you more —
more service, more quality.
Bring your graphic design and typesetting needs to

...and the dream
lives on

'WttTi

a

211 Will Hall

UniGraohics

372-7418

Wednesday
Motown Night
18 and over
25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254
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BG icers search for scoring punch
k"
by Al Franco
sports reporter
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Courtesy the Key
Bowling Green's Nelson Emerson levels Illinois Chicago goalie Dave DePinto during last weekends action in
the (JIC Pavillion. The Falcons have had their troubles scoring goals of late, bul hope to get the offense in qear
for this weekend and the upcoming Central Collegiate Hockey Association Tournament.

CMU's Coles reprimanded
TOLEDO (AP) — The MidAmerican Conference has issued a public reprimand to Central Michigan men's basketball
coach Charlie Coles and has
Elaced him on probation for the
alance of the 1988-89 season, including the MAC tournament.
The reprimand and probation
are in response to comments
Coles made to the news media
about officiating following the
Western Michigan-Central

Michigan game on Feb. 15.
Western Michigan won the
game 66-57.
In a statement issued by the
conference, MAC Commissioner
Jim Lessig said, "There is absolutely no place in the MidAmerican Conference for the
kind of comments made by
Coach Coles. This conference
will not tolerate coaches violating conference rules without ap-

RICHFIELD (AP) - The
Cleveland Cavaliers weren't
about to waste a rare appearance on network television.
"We've played well all year
and we finally got a chance to
show the whole country what we
can do," Mark Price said Monday after he scored 27 points in
Cleveland's 110-90 victory over
the Houston Rockets.
It was the Cavaliers' first regular-season home game on
national network television in 11
years. The game was shown by
CBS.
"We don't get a chance to play
on national TV very often, and
especially not at home," said

Icers

propriate action being taken.

D Continued from page 9.

"I recognize that basketball is
a very emotional game and that
coaches are under a great deal
of stress and pressure. But there
is an appropriate way to voice a
complaint and that is through
the conference office and
through the supervisor of basketball officials. This is the only
way that the situation can be
handled."

Cavs shoot
down Rockets

Flames net.
The split put the Falcons record against the Flames at 29-3-2
and for the season they are 3-1.
But with the playoffs nearing,
York forsees a very tough round
of playoff games.
Getting three wins against
them (UIC) is great for our
team because they are an excep-

tional club," he said. "The
league itself is so balanced, it
should make for an exceptional
playoff."

Cagers
Parker answered with a threepoint bomb of his own with 49
seconds left. The score re. mained deadlocked to send the
game into extra period number
two.
The teams traded baskets
throughout most of the second
overtime, until two free throws
by guard Jerry Overstreet gave
the Broncos a 68-67 lead with 18
seconds remaining.
On the following possession,
Gregory again ignited the action
by driving through the middle of
the lane and passing to a wideopen Kizer who connected on an
unmolested lay up.
"I was just running up the
floor to get to the block," Kizer
said of the game-winning shot.
"I was getting in position for a
rebound because I expected Joe
to take the shot, but everybody
went to him and he put the ball
right in my hands."
Sophomore Joe Moore secured
the victory when he rebounded a
Phil Holmes 22-foot shot on the
Broncos last chance.
Following Gregory in scoring
was Moore (15 points) and Kirk
Whiteman (13 points). Whiteman also handed out eight assists.
Parker led the Broncos in
scoring with 20 points. Baumgardt and Overstreet followed in
scoring with 16 and 11 points, respectively.

Woodard
: Continued from page 9.
Then, the NCAA will decide
where to place them in the tournament.
Hopefully, that first game will
put them in Anderson Arena.
Andy Woodard is assistant
managing editor of The BG
News.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

*r~

186 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN

30 Resumes for $30.00
Includes typesetting and professional offset
printing on your choice of quality papers.

The victory was the Cavaliers'
18th straight at home and improved their NBA-leading record to 39-12.

352-9118

Y0UR FIRST STEP
TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE YOU
COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It's exciting
and it may be your last opportunity to graduate with an Army Officers commission.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

"We knock-out the competition"

CONTACT ARMY ROTC
Major Geoff Ovenden 372-2476
Room 151 Memorial Hall

■ TERRIFIC TUESDAY

D
S

LJI

Phone 352-9378

s

352-1539
Fast. Free Delivery"

:

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St - Rental Office

2

|

1616 E. WOOSTER

-I j

*i

Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9 00-4 30

Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
9anw.-it
mo.-12 MIU.
mo. uawo
Leases
UNITS
Features

FOX RUN HOUSING
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
2 bedroom I v, baths
PIEDMONT APIS.
Furnished wall to wall carpeting
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
'"'' '■ "* ' '''-',|s
i ..is heat and < tiokin^
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
Laundr) areas In each building
6TH AND 7TH
Paito area grills available
RAILVIEW MINI - WAREHOUSE
sound < ondlttoned intenot
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT
All residents will have membership privileges
• to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities for men and women
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
• Metro Sauna
• Complete Exercise Equipment
• Indoor Heated Pool
• New Weight Equipment
• Tanning Booth Available

MiMMfflflj^

'

1

WANTED
VOLUNTEERS

1

The Campus Escort Service
needs your support, volunteer
for WALKERS, DRIVERS
and DISPATCHERS

I1

Off Campus Student Center
llOA Moseley Hall

■:■:

I1

-----r-"---'-Tf

372-8360

11

Continued from page p.9-

Rapid
Printing

Price, who was 10-of-12 from the
field, including 2-of-2 on 3-pointers, and 5-of-5 from the line.

"That team is scary," said
Rockets' coach Don Chaney,
whose team beat Cleveland
106-105 in Houston Dec. 6. "They
have tremendous size. That's
the key to their defense. You
may beat one guy, and the next
guy either blocks the shot or intimidates you so you won't make
it."

CHICAGO — The Bowling Green hockey team is well known for its
powerful scoring punch.
But in the past two weeks, BG has been lunging weak jabs instead
of throwing knockout blows.
"Goals are sometimes so easy to get, bounce off shin pads, deflect
off knee pads or sticks and you get six, seven, eight goals," BG head
coach Jerry York. "And I think our team has had some of that this
year, but now we are going through a period where goals are really
very difficult to put on the board for us." The Falcons have only
managed to generate nine goals in their last four games, which were
against Illinois-Chicago and Ferris State. Against UIC, BG scored
four in the win Friday (one was an empty-nefter), but only garnered
two in Saturday's loss.
Goal tenders Dave DePinto (UIC) and Mike Williams (FSU) may
have something to do with the slump. DePinto made 47 saves over
the weekend, while Williams stopped 64 two weekends ago.
"Maybe we're just running into some hot goaltenders," senior cocaptain Greg Parks said. "We're getting some chances, but we're
just not cashing in on them."
York said his squad is fortunate they've been playing well at the
other end of the ice.
"We've been steady with the defense," York said. "That's what
has given us the chance to win the games. We certainly couldn't
have won a 6-5 game or a 7-6 game, but the defense has kept us
alive."
Despite the low production, BG has only lost one of its last four
games (Saturday 3-2). They tied two against FSU and beat UIC 4-2
Friday.
"We've been playing really well defensively," junior Nelson
Emerson said. "I think everyone's been concentrating on what they
have to do defensively, and maybe that's why we haven't been scoring that much. But I don't think it's that big of problem. We've been
playing pretty well and we know we can score goals."
Emerson is BG's second leading scorer with 54 points, while Parks
tops the squad with 59 points. Parks isn't concerned about the
drought either.
"Everyone in the league knows they can't keep our offense down,"
he said. "It's just a matter of time before we get going again."
Emerson said he would like to get the offense back on track this
weekend against St. Cloud.
"This weekend is really important for us," Emerson said. "St.
Cloud is going for an independent (NCAA tournament) bid. It's our
last home series and we'U have senior night. Hopefully, we'll be a
little looser, get fortunuate and score some goals because that will
give us a boost going into the playoffs."
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
PlMWTwnl Bulkrlln M.
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE
FOR THE WEEKS OF:
March | A March 13
Schadullng On-Campus
Intaorlaw Appolntmanta:
The first day ol signups lor mtarvtawa during
the penod o( March 6th through March
1 71989 will he held on Wednesday February
22nd at 4 PM at the Northeast Commons Education signups wil be heM at 6 OOpm in the
Forum ol the Student Services Building Al regatrants must have a Frat Choice Interview
Card to participate in the first day ol signups
After the first day students and AJumni-ae may
s<gn-up lor *iterview8 from 8am to 5 p m at
the University Placement Services. 380 Student Services Building A Credential Form
must ba submitted for each Interview scheduled at lha time of sign-up.
Cancellation of Interview Appointments:
Cancellation of an interview must be reported m
person to the University Placemen! Services no
later than 5pm on the Wednesday (one waek)
following the corresponding *ilerview Sign-up
Day Canceiations after this time w*l be considered a no-show You are encouraged to
carefully consider employers before signing up
for interviews No Show Policy:
Failure to appear for a scheduled interview or
violation of the cancellation policy wi* result in
Immediate suspension ol your Sign-up privileges for the next recruiting period If you did
not honor your scheduled interview, you are
required to send a letter of apology to the employer for misstfig the interview file a copy of
this letter with (he University Placement Services, and meet with a placement counselor before scheduling any additional interviews Any
student who no-shows'" twice wi! be denied
interviewing privileges for the remainder of the
|0tdt|BJ| y..M'

NOTICE!! ELE. ED PRE-REGISTRATION
MEETING.' Al students who applied for Summer
& Fal 1960 Be. Ed Methods courses (E0CI
351. 362. 353. 355. 356) are expected lo at
tend the meeting. Tuesday. Fab 26. 4 30-6:00
pm, 1 l5EdEU0g
BE THERE!

Thursday. March •
Airtron
Peark* Vison Center
Perry Corporation
Sea Ray Boats. Inc.
VVnght Patterson AFB
Friday. March 10
AC T Consulting. Inc
Oetortte, HaakJna & Seta
General Elec Lighting
Indiana insurance
Johnson A Higgms ol Ohio. Inc
Lexi-Comp

SO. YOU WANT A JOB IN RADIO OR TV
NEWS7
Learn about an important RTNDA regional conference scheduled for next month al Kent
Stale Here's a chence to meet with new directors who wil tell you how to find a job in this
competitive field Organuattonal Meeting 6pm
WEDNESDAY. February 22nd. in 201 Waal

Monday. March 13
Worthmgton Crty Schools
Tuesday, March 14
American Greetings Co.
Case Western Reserve University
Hants Graphics Corp .
Bindery Informs Press Drv
Hunbngton Bar*
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Management Science America
WaddellSReed
Wayne Co Public Schools

Student FUm Organization Meeting Guest
Speaker Richard Rothrock FUm Festivals Tuea
Fab 21. 800pm. 300 University Hal

Wednesday, March 16
American Greetings Co
Firestone Tue & Rubber Co.
Hyatt Regency Columbus
Lady Foottockar
Peace Corps
US Marines
Warren Conaoadated industries. Inc
Wendy's International

W10U-P0WER M Brings you the best in R & B.
Dance Music A Rap in the area every Mon..
Tue andThurs 8-1 Opm

The National Society of Pershing Rifles
INFORMATION NIGHT
Thursday. 23 February 1989 at 8 OOpm
Memorial Hal room 161
Come Find Out What We Are All About

Wa speak French ao you don't have to!
Cheap way to get attention huh?
rtli Getting CLOSER1
Only 2 more Week.
Until Wed. March 8th 7:00pm Ramebar Mat
year's ALL YOU CAN EAT CREPE PARTY? N
was like Thanksgiving In the Wrong Month)
So come on back and newcomers Welcome!
Students. Faculty, staff etc... All are Wa4osme! No French Required.

Thursday. March 18
General Mils Restaurants. Inc.
J C Penney Co
US Marines
Wal-Mart Stores, inc.

ZETA PHI 6ETA SORORITY
Rnerwomanhood Week
Come celebrate with us
Weak-long aciivities Feb 20-24
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
Notice on Citizenship Requirements:
An astensfc (■) loaowng an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding wont
status in the United States Please review these
requirements carefully If no asterisk (*) appears the organization wil interview only candidates with U S citizenship or Permanent
Visa Students who do not meet the work status
requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the
waiting list
Spotlight Present!tkwts:
Spotlight Presentations offer valuable information about career paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy All
students scheduling interviews are strongly encouraged to attend appropriate spotlights. Spotbght Presentations are usually held *i the University Placement Services recruiter lounge al
8 p m or 7 p m To enter the Student Services
Building m the evening, please use the patio entrance
Additional Placement Services:
There are important services available to you al
the University Placement Services Please note
mat not al organizations and companies regularly recruit on college campuses The list below generally reflects the high demand areas In
the work) of work Don't become discouraged rf
your career held is not requested To assist you
■n conducting an assertive job search, the University Placement Services provides career and
placement counseling, credential services, job
search workshops, professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon
Network The excellent Center for Career Resources offers you career and employer information Current rob vacancies in ALL career
fields can be found in the Alumni Services Office located within 380 Student Services Bulking Placement Counselors directty refer rag-stated students to employers m the« desired
career fields Insure your access to these services by registering with the University Placement Services In your final year at Bowling
Green State University
Tuesday. March 7
Champion International
General Electric Capital
interstate Hotels Corp
Merrell Dow USA
R R Donnelley A Sons Co
Russell Slover Candy Co
Wadded & Reed

* Clothing Drive *
Help Alpha Phi Omega help the needy Donate
Unwanted clothes to the clothing drive Febru-

■ry 21-24

LOST & FOUND

Boxes are located in residence haks
"■ JAPANESE CLUB " *
Kimono Demonstration
8pm Fab 21
Moseiey Had • TV Lounge
Everyone Weteome'

Missing One plastic Orange Giraffe with Padlock and Noose on Neck High Sentimental Value Cal 353-5936 No questions

7?7 MAJOR DECISIONS tCT
Attention aU undec»dec>Students
February 22nd
Between 2 30 4 30 pm
Community Surte-Union
Stop be and team about all the different programs, majors, and services to choose from at
BGSU Representatives from each ccaege and
several offices will be available to discuss and
answer questions you may have as you make
your Major Decisions" Cal 2-2877 with
Questions

SERVICES OFFERED

Don't wait for Something
To Happen
Call the Campus Eacort Service
at 372-6360
N la Free * Easy
Protect yourself from
What might happen
A TO Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Expraaa. Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copkw.

ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM
OnTues.Feb 21. ACM will be having
guest speakers from EDS They win
be here to talk about job and career
opportunities 6 OOpm 204 Moseiey
Everyone la Welcome1
ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM

Center for Choice M
Abortion, Morning After Treatment
Free Pregnancy Teat
Proud to be Pro Choice
16 N Huron Toledo. OH
255-7769

Arnold A>r AFROTC Sponsors
"We Can keep you Forever"
21 Feb 89. 7 30pm. Gish Rim Theater
Open to pubic for POW/MIA week
Two Former POWa to speak

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
We llalen. We care. We can heip
BG Pregnancy Center 354-HOPE

CAREERS IN EDUCATION
Tuesday Feb 21
7 OOpm 115EducationBuUing
University Placement Services

STRESSED, TENSE OR SORE???
Your Answer A MASSAGE!!
$15/Sess*on Cal 353-4963

Criminal Juitlce Organization
meeting Feb 21 si 7 30pm
Moseiey Hal room 200
Speaker David Hartow
From: US Marshall

PERSONALS

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
Formal meeting
Tuesday. February 21 at
110BA7 30pm
Speaker Wendy Cohen
EDS from DETROIT
Subsidiary ol GM
' Bring your raffle ticket moneyM

Wednesday. March 8
Buckman Laboratories
Champion International
John Hancock Mutual Life
K Mart Apparel Corp
Lever Brothers Co
Morion Thiokol. inc
Progressive Companies
The Upjohn Company

Do you lik* to Travel?
Learn Al about m
Oil WhH.- "Europe on .Ma Day"
Coming Wednesday. March 1

• • CONGRATULATIONS ""
LOHISHADOAN and TERRY LOWE on your Delta Sigma PI ■ ATO lavekering Love Torn and
Linda

JOUR 300 apcacahone for Summer & Fan
1989 accepted 2'20 through 3'3 in Journal
ism Office. 316 West Hal

The BG News

Claislfled Information
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE:

Two days prior to puW-cotion. 4p.m
" (The BG News is not responsible for postol service delays)

RATES:

per od ore 65* per line $1.95 minimum
- 50" extra per od for bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per (me.

PREPAYMENT:

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ad*
)" (8 line maximum}
$ 5.85
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70

is required for oil non-university related businesses and individuals.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (PRINT)

PHONE#_

ADDRESS

• "GAMMA PHI BETA "
You el are the REST etaters that e pereon oould
aek tor. You have ai touched me In a very
special way I wR never forget. Thank you for ai
the laughter, armies and love' rm going to rnlaa
youll
Much PI Kappe EpaHon
Heather
rr> MAJOR DECISIONS m
Attention el undecided Students
February 22nd
Between 2 30-4.30 p.m.
Community Suite-Union
Slop by and learn about el the (afferent programs, majors, and services to chooee from at
BGSU Representatives from each college and
several offices wi be available to diacuii and
anewer questions you may have aa you make
your Major Decision " Cal 22677 with gueatfona.
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
eVtgtne.
CongratufetionB on being a Rho Chi. Theta
Great' Now show everyone what an excellent
job you can do
The Biking Men
Alpha Phi Aloha PM Alpha Phi
ALPHA XI DELTA-ALPHA XI DELTA
Sarah Slelert
Diana Rilchay
Jenl McCormKk
Michelle Szebo
Stephanie Heedlee
Congratulations on being chosen ae Rho Chi'a
lor RUSH 1SBS • Were SO proud of youll
Love.
Your Slaters
Attention Bob Heck:
Two yew Reunion at Uptown Poof Table - meeting at 10 00 tonight Be Therel Ill be waiting tor
you
Your secret Admirer
ATTENTION ALPHA XI DELTA V"»'S
Hang In therel We know you can do It and we're
behind you al the way! I
Love, Your sisters
Attention PM Eta Sigma Members
Scholarship applications are due by
Feb. 20
Questions Cal Mike
372-1674or 353-4291
Attn University Students
SAVE SAVE SAVE
See a movie-Save a doller
S3 Mall Cmema Tickets
with no exptretton-on sale now through OSE A
Hurry wha* •uppaUlaal-Cal 372-5487 NOW
CAREERS IN EDUCATION
Tuesday Feb 21
7 OOpm I I 6 Education Bulking
University Placement Servicea
Cherrywood Health Spa-Tanning Booth
10 visits for $20- 362-9378
Come have e laugh on us
FREEI
UAO. Certs and Dorftoe present
The U.S. Collega
Comedy Competition
Thura. February 23
•:00pm
Lenhert Grand Ballroom
•Free Admission
'Campos Talent
' Professional Comedian
'Free Certs and Dontoa

Ron Mletretta
Congratulations on your Recent Pearling to
Snen Ann Males
The brothers of Phi Kappa Tau
Take the load...
A Campus Tour Qulda!
Applications are available Howl
Pick them up In 118 McFal Center
Weekdays 10:30-12 30 and 1 30 3:30
AJAppacationsduebeckbyFebruary24.

The Brothers of Theta Chi would Ike to congratulate Alumni Scott "loghead" Cefhoun on
Na engagement to AXO AJeeon haley

DRY DOCK
PANORAMA
FRIDAY. FEB. 24th
DRY DOCK
PANORAMA
FRIDAY, FEB. 24th
DRY DOCK
GRAFFITI NIGH I
SAT. FEB. 25th

The Sky le HUB,
The grass is green;.
Our Mend SHARON
fa (•natty nineteen'"
Love. Alexis, Angela. Jennifer, a Mary
To Ely and LonThe BEST family m the world"
You two have made thta yeer quite memorable
Thanks for your unending support and love1
Don't forget to write!'
Love Youi • Heather
TomyRoommateaWel. the time has come. .
Don't ever lor got the times
We have shared • you guys mean more
to me than you'll ever know"
I Love Youi
Feather
To Sue - The R A with the REQIS LOOK Stop I
Say1 I want you to work with me on having a
plethora of tun on your B-Day Start now Repeat after me-MeKa LeKe Hi MeKa Hiny Ho
MeKe LeKa HI AND AHoHoHo So then I said,
yeah It's a good thing we get along so well
What a surprise?' Thanks for being such a great
mend and for letting me sleep on your couch
Wei. enough on that What else did I want to
take about? My grandma?'! Just have a Happy
B-day Loser. It's been sentimental. Love always. H. Ruth Bailey P.S. By the way, when
does your charge card come In? Oh, Parking lrrelevant* I
Wm a free UAO trip to Deytone for 2 plus
1100.00 CASH. You are automatically entered
with each Tanning package purchased before
Feb 24 Buy es many aa you wish, use them
anytime during Spring Semester Sign up at TH
TANNINQ CENTER. 2 locations downtown-The
Waah House 248 N Main or Hair Unlimited
143W Woosler Cal 354-1559or 353-3261
for Into Your tanning professional since 1980
"BOWLING GREEN WILL NEVER BE THE
SAME THE ANSWER IS COMING."
from PEN PAL CORPORATION

WANTED
250 COUNSELORS and Instructor needed!
Private, coed, eumrner camp In Pocono
Mountains, Northeaatem Pennayhranla. Lehtkan, P.O. Bon 2S4BG, Kenltworth, NJ 07033
(20l|27B-05fl5.
DAYTONA ROOM FOR 2
In big Car Leeving Early
Back on time Experienced
Driver 362-0970

Claiilflcation In which you wl»h your ed to ai
Campus 4 City Ivonte*
__^_ Lost and Pound

. Help Wonted

Blow

.For Sale

Service. OHere.

.For Rent

Rmte needed Immed Woosler St Own room
$165 00 per month plus Utll Cal 353-6042
Roommate needed immedietery in turnlahed
apt. WR have own bedroom. Rent negotiable.
Cal 354-0698

DRY DOCK
QRAFFITI NtOHT
SAT. FEB. 25fh

Wanted Drummer for hard rock band Intereated in playing clubs Frank 372-4584 or
Loren372-4182

DRY DOCK
PANORAMA
FRIDAY. FEB. 24th

HELP WANTED

Personals
* Compus/Clty Event ode ere published free of chetrfo for one) day for o non-profit event or meeting only.

Dates to appear.
Moll to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
ThoSO Now*
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)
Total number of days to appear.

Phono:

173-2601

PARTY IN DAYTONA FOR A LOW PRICE
St45 00 cat cover your hotel it you drive youreatf. $226 00 wR cover your hotel plua bus
nde Cal Ramona at 353-7238 to sign up

1983 White Niasan Sentra
Gold Pin Striping and Wheels.
tinted Windows AC AM FM
Cassette. NO BODY RUST $2300 00 Neg
Cal 354-4911
80 CITATION- good work car $650 00 or best
offer Cal 353 6801 alter 5 30
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Fords. Mercedea. Corvettes. Chevys
Surplus Buyers Guide
1 ■602B38EXT A 4244
Brown Leather Jacket
Excellent Condition
LkeNew sue 40
$50 00 Call 352-0970
Dynastar 195 cm SklsrSatomon blndmgs'GC
$50 Dynastar 160 cm/ Tyrofla 420 bindinga/Ex Cond $100 1 room air conditioner

$35
Marantr digital receiver 75 watts vac $75
Cal Jason 352-7245 Iv message
For Sale
Brand New 4650 00 Cannondete bike with
accessories. Only used twice aakingS400.00 or
beat offer Call 2 1229 ask for Jon
For Sale Heavy bag. New. $50 Cel Sheun
3534978
Hitachi Compecl Stereo unit with Am-Fm Casaette Without speakers, ongmally sold tor
$ 180 00 SeRng lor $25 00 good Condition
823-1807
White 1976 Continental V8. 460. 4 bbl Runs
wel Asking $500 or best otter Cal Ken
at352-5252
Zenith Supersport 286 (IBM compatible) portable lap top, computer with 40 meg hard drive,
extra power edapter a carrying case. $2700.
Cal 372-7671 Nancy

FOR RENT

• 1 bedroom & 2 bedroom
turn auntum apartments
' Roommates needed malo female
Cal John Newtove Real Estate
354-2280

140 Manville
Roommate NEEDED in Large House
Call 353-4796 or John Newtove Realty
354-2280
606 5 E Woosler
2 bedrooms turnlahed Available for summer
1989 and 1989-90 School Year Call
353-5529
Apt. available tor summer
1 bdrm. untum apt with air available lor summer '89 sublease Close to campus on 2nd St
Vary cheap rent only $366 (or the whole summer' Please cal Lori/KIm at 353-3074
Houses & Apartments • Close to Campus
For Summer 1989 a 1989-90 school year
1-267-3341
Large Efficiency available immediately
$ 190 00 plus unities per month
CH Kan 364-3462
NEED AN INEXPENSIVE AND FUN PLACE TO
STAY
THIS SUMMER?
Big House - your own room • male or female •
m smoker or non.
Cal 372-1368 A SAP for more Into
Now leasing for summer and fal
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Prrveiagea to chemwood Health Spa
PrelerredPropertleeCo 353-9378
One bedroom apta for grad students. Available
tor tall, cloee to campua 2873898

A new and exciting restaurant from Dayton.
Ohio. Relaxed end tun atmosphere, good
wegee Now hiring al positions Applications
accepted daily between Bam-12pm and
4pm-8pm 27390 Helen Or Perrysburg Exit
193 and routs 20 behind Sohto

Prime Location onMANVILLE 4 6 girls needed
to sublease house MAY-AUGUST New Carpel
We. and furniture available It interested, please
cal 353-80 SI

Acct/MIS Maror or Acct Manx wanted with
computer exp to work part time for a local corporation Flexible hours send resume to TonSCO Inc. 519 Ordway, Bowling Green. Oh
43402.
ATTN: Buemeoa Mgr
Appacetiona lor tua-tlme bartendera being accepted Appfy at 1414 E Woosler Ask lor Kens.
EARN MONEY AT HOMEI
Aaaernble Jewelry. Toys, Electronics,
others FT » PT work available Can
(Relundebfe) l-407-744-3OOOExt 153SA24

Km
Pat Myers
Congratutationa on aetttng new state Ifttng re
corde m the aquet and the deed Ml
The Brothers of Theta Chi

Very good Condition

Help Oul » Get Involved
Join the Campua Eacort Service
Applications tor Volunteera
Available at 110 Moseiey
arCAUS72-*MO
Help People Out I Neve Fun I

Fmieh the language requirements
Live the culture
See the Bicentennial*
Inlormetlon meeting Thura . Feb. 23
7 30 pm French House

Jute. tMtawyouaiitiantywotldwbftaritfor
You touch my hand and I'm a King
Your Kies to me M) worth a fortune
Your Love for me la everything Randy

1977 Caprice Classic
$775 00.352 0088

1 hedroom Apt rn .nsulaleo lof cno'gy eff
dency. $310 00 s month, almost new Call
353-6761.

DRY DOCK
QRAFFITI NIGHT
SAT. FEB. 25th

JOANNE NOTE
Greet K* at the Leedership Conterence'
-The brothers of Sigma Phi Epaaon

1974 Mercury Capri
Four Speed Stick. Two Door
Hatchback $1000.00 Cal372-5563

Register- sd Nuraee
Memorial Hospital has openings for regietered
nurses for the following positions Medical and
Surgical part-time and tun-time evenings and
nights Mental Health unit pert lime A Full lime
evenings & mghis Obstetrics part-time nights
Pediatrics primarily eveninga
Attractive, competitive benefit package including tuition reimbursement end relocation expenses available Please cal human resources
for an application or Mrs Kim Bordenklrcher
Extension 430 for further information
human Resources Department. Memorial Hospital. 716 S Taft Ave Fremont, Ohio 43420
1 •800-448-0238 or 41 9-332- 732 I.

Wanted: a nonsmoking Female roommals tor
fal semester 89. Furnisned Apt. Cloee to campus, al unities paid except for electric Cal
353-4587 If interested

GET CREATIVE"
Modem a Medieval inscribing wR help you Do
II We'l do invitations business carda, personal
stationary announcements posters, graduaHone. Prtcea Vary and Oepoalt is required Cal
353-2002 Don't be any Leave a meaaage on
our machine'

FOR SALE

1 Bedroom Apt Close to Campua Avail Right
Now $260 00/mo . includes al utilities' Cal
353-1882

FRANCE THIS SUMMER?

Please PPINT vour ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish It to appear
(Circle word! you with to appear In bold typo)

Toledo organization needs e etatlstlcs co-op.
WIN be doing data analysis and collection.
Meed computer akills. Pays O SS.OOfhr. Call
Carol In Co-op Office at 372-2452.

Need Cash? I need • Computer. Prefer Macintosh 372-7S63(Work) or 39rj-33B2(homa)
Ask for Myron.

SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*.
(For billing purposes only)

SUMMER CAMP JOBS IN CLEVELAND
The JCC'a AnrsliekJ Dey Camp now hiring
1216) 831-0700. ex! 351

The candle made the lul three times and Wedding beta are going to chime A apodal couple
wR be tomed soon Congratutationa ALLISON
HALEY and SCOTT CALHOUNi
Love. The sisters of Alphe Chi Omga

Female Roommate needed for 89-90 School
yeer $125 OOamontn Call372 1216

Don't Forget to sign up tor the SOLO
Leadership Development Workshops on Motivate and Committees Workshop dates are
February 21 and February 22 Space la limited
For more information call 372-2843 (Student
Activities a Onentationi

Resort Island Summer Employment
Ice
CreonvGtft Shop clerk position Above minimum Housing available Please send resume to
Ted Terry 13102 Tyler. Cleveland. OH 441 1 I

Auditions held February 27 March 10

Deaperately seeking Suaan Oullol
l lost your address PleeaecaHme'
Greg
DO DG DG CHRISTY SELLERS DO DO 0G
Congratulations on your SAE pinning to Mark
Hoeletd I can Still remember Big/LI Night
when we had our first talk about guya Wei, you
made the right Decision And you found the
Perfect Onel
L.I.TB Peggy
SAE SAE SAE SAE SAE SAE SAE SAE SAE
SAE

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr. round. Al Countries, al fields Free aifo
Write UC P O Box 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar
CA 92625

New Bar In BO seeking Bartenders and Wettreaaee Must be over 21. Interviews 10-3
Tuee 1 Wed. Cat Chuck Cloee For more Information 384-0116

Party Room for Rent
Preferred Properties. Co.
352-9378

Prime Location on Manville 4-6 girts needed to
sublease house May-Auguat. New Carpet.tile.
and furniture available. If interested please cal
383-5051.
Ralhrlew Mini-Warehouse
(at the comer of Railroad Ave and Lehmen
Ave )5X7-9x15 -9X30
Preferred Properties Co.
352-9376
Small Efficiency Avail
Immediately
$260 00/mo Util Included Prefer grad Stu
dent 287 3886
Summer Rental
1 four bedroom and 1 Two bedroom apta. In the
same houae. Great location
Call
614-291-0767 (Columbus)
"Ths WlndmR
One or two people needed to lublaaaa the
WlndmR Apt Tor the summer One block from
Campua. Cal 362-8160 In the eveninga

